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Kenneth Campbell: ‘I have gone through the places which I saw peopled, and I have also 

travelled over many of the places which were cleared before my recollection.’ 

Sheriff Nicolson: ‘Were they all desirable places to live in?’ 

Kenneth Campbell: ‘The very best of places.’ 

Kenneth Campbell and Sheriff Nicolson, minutes of the Napier 

Commission, Lochinver, 1883. 

 

 

‘Space is blue and birds fly through it.’ 

   Werner Heisenberg
1

 

 

 

 

 

                  A tiny frog on the path at Loch Cròcach. The cover photo shows Suilven, Quinag and Canisp in silhouette, taken from 

                 Cadha nan Each, near the top of Cùl Mòr, Coigach. 

 

 
1 Royal Commission on the Crofters and Cottars in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland 1883-1884 (Edinburgh, 
1884), 1733; Felix Bloch, “Heisenberg and the early days of quantum mechanics,” Physics Today December 
(1976), 27. 
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Introduction 
 

 

As is the case for so many adult learners of the language, it was walking the hills that brought 

me to Gaelic. For those of us who spend whatever free time we can find exploring the great 

diversity of places enfolded in the landscapes of the Scottish Highlands and Islands, part of the 

joy of preparing for a trip is the forensic examination of the relevant OS Explorer map prior to 

departure. I quickly became frustrated by my inability to understand, or even pronounce, the 

place-names of the hills I planned to climb, the burns I would have to cross, the old shielings I 

might choose as a campsite – it seemed especially absurd given that this was the map of the 

country I was born in. On an early trip to Iona, where every topographic feature seems to have 

a story attached to it, I first got a hint of the depth of meaning that I was at that time unable to 

access. I had yet no idea how completely learning Gaelic and studying onomastics would 

transform my understanding of the landscapes of these places that had fostered my initial 

interest in the history of the Gàidhealtachd. 

 

There is no map that can adequately prepare the first-time visitor for what they will find in 

Assynt - I discovered this the hard way on my first visit in 2015. Although I had been tramping 

around the hills and glens of Scotland for some years by then, I was yet to venture north of 

Ullapool on the mainland, and so decided to spend three weeks walking a somewhat 

meandering route from Achiltibuie to Durness.
2

 Had I not been met with the worst spring 

weather in decades, I cannot imagine I would have found the experience any less challenging. I 

spent much of the time cold, wet, and mildly terrified, but began plotting my return as soon as I 

arrived home. It was Assynt in particular that had captured my heart. Down every path I 

followed there, I found myself wandering into landscapes that I felt I had been dreaming about 

my whole life. This intricate, multi-faceted, most beautiful of places cast the same spell on me 

as it had on Norman MacCaig - who having ancestry in this area visited since childhood - 

almost a hundred years earlier. MacCaig writes of how he and Assynt ‘have a love affair, so 

nearly human/that sometimes we even have quarrels’; when he takes Assynt for granted, the 

place will rebuff him ‘with a wind like a hand’, or conjure up ‘a quaking bog or a loch where no 

loch should be.’
3

 MacCaig’s portrayal of his beloved landscape as fully alive, animate, and 

mutable, is one that any of us who have experienced the place for ourselves will recognise. 

 
2 Those who already know the area may wish to mock my naivety at this point. 
3 Norman MacCaig, ‘A Man in Assynt’, Collected Poems (London, 1990), 224-225. 
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The past of North West Sutherland up to a certain point is often assumed to be historical terra 

ingcognita, and is rarely treated seperately from the county as a whole. The majority of 

historical research that has been conducted in Assynt over the last few decades has happened at 

a grassrooots level and has focused on archaeology.
4

 The 2010 Assynt’s Hidden Lives project 

was the first systematic archaeological survey of the parish ever conducted and as such could 

only really scratch the surface of an area containing many hundreds if not thousands of sites.
5

 

 

Written sources for the area are rather thinner on the ground, which may explain why so little 

has been published concerning the north-west region as a whole. A patchy account of elite 

events can be constructed from royal land grants and legal records from the 13th century 

onwards, a task that later clan histories have admirably attempted. The 18th century sees the 

advent of extensive estate records, which have since been extensively mined by historians 

studying the Highland Clearances, most notably by Malcolm Bangor-Jones, R.J. Adam, Annie 

Tindley, and James Hunter.
6

 But the problem with estate sources – aside from the issue of their 

own fragmentary nature, so many records having been lost or destroyed -  is that the 

information we glean from them is filtered through the eyes of the landowners, giving us insight 

only from their perspective. They tell us little of the day-to-day lives of ordinary people, any 

whisper of their voice mediated by the world-view of the elite. With the exception of Hunter, 

few have attempted to reconstruct a ‘bottom-up’ history of the north-west. It seems sometimes 

as though we have not quite yet outgrown the attitude expressed by Eric Richards’ assessment 

in his review of The Making of the Crofting Community: 

 

Any writer attempting a history-from-below, for the people of the Highlands or 

elsewhere, is invariably impeded by the dearth of direct primary sources. The 

inescapable fact is that the poor, the powerless and the illiterate leave very little residue 

 
4 A Comann Eachdraidh was founded in the wake of 1992’s crofters’ buyout and is responsible for many of the 
interpretation boards still in place, as well as several locally-available publications and preservation projects at 
local sites. More recently the organisation Historic Assynt have been the driving force behind much research, 
operating mainly via social media to enable input from the wider community 
(https://www.facebook.com/historicassynt/). In conjunction with the Coigach and Assynt Living Landscape 
Partnership, they were responsible for the recent excavation and consolidation of Clachtoll Broch: 
http://clachtoll.aocarchaeology.com/. CALLP have also funded several other community history projects. 
5 Assynt’s Hidden Lives can be found here: https://librarylink.highland.gov.uk/LLFiles/186257/full_186257.pdf.  
6 Malcolm Bangor-Jones, The Assynt Clearances (Dundee, 1998); R.J. Adam, Papers on Sutherland estate 
management (2 vols, Edinburgh, 1972); Annie Tindley, The Sutherland Estate, 1850-1920: Aristocratic Decline, 
Estate Management and Land Reform (Edinburgh, 2010); James Hunter, Set Adrift Upon the World: The 
Sutherland Clearances (Edinburgh, 2015).  

http://clachtoll.aocarchaeology.com/
https://librarylink.highland.gov.uk/LLFiles/186257/full_186257.pdf
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of their lives amongst which a historian may seek material for their reconstruction. This 

presents a great challenge and there is a danger that, in the full flood of sympathy for 

the underdog, the historian will interpolate thoughts and emotions for people of whom 

there is no direct knowledge.
7 

 

The lack of such histories in the north-west only reinforces the conception of modern urbanite 

tourists and conservationists alike that the area is some kind of primordial wilderness. One 

need only look at Scottish National Heritage’s (now NatureScot)  now-infamous 2014 maps 

with their eerily blank ‘designated wild land’ areas
8

, or at the most commonly-used modern 

digital maps, in which the only names supplied indicate commercial establishments in which to 

spend money and the vast majority of place-names are omitted, to see how the pre-Clearance 

history of the people of this region is quite literally erased by modern representations.  

 

 

 

      NatureScot’s maps class almost the entire interior of Assynt as ‘wild land’ –  

      https://www.nature.scot/doc/wild-land-areas-map-and-descriptions-2014  

 
7 Eric Richards, reproduced in the Preface to the 2000 edition of James Hunter’s The Making of the Crofting 
Community, 15.  
8 https://www.nature.scot/wild-land-2014-maps. These, understandably, have been the subject of much 
debate since their publication. For a deft critique see Elizabeth Ritchie’s 2017 piece for Community Land 
Scotland: 'Wild Land: Alternative insights into Scotland's unpeopled places',  
http://www.communitylandscotland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2017/06/ Wild-Land-alternative-insights-
into-Scotlands-unpeopled-places-final.pdf.  

https://www.nature.scot/doc/wild-land-areas-map-and-descriptions-2014
https://www.nature.scot/wild-land-2014-maps
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But Richards’ statement is mistaken on a number of levels. To dismiss the people of the 

Highlands (or elsewhere) as ‘poor, powerless and illiterate’ ignores a rich cultural and linguistic 

heritage many centuries-deep and consigns a people and their way of being in the world to the 

dustbin of history. Secondly, every scholar must exercise an awareness of their own prejudices; 

if we are at risk of being carried away by ‘sympathy for the underdog’, then we are as much at 

risk of having our sympathies deadened by the accounts of the relentless commodification of 

Highland resources supplied by estate documents. Finally, perhaps what Richards meant is that 

there is a dearth of documentary sources in English. In his preface to the 2000 edition of the 

book, Hunter himself points out the ‘wealth of evidence’ provided by Gaelic poetry and song, 

records of events during the Crofters’ Wars, and in testimonies to royal commissions and 

tribunals. It was the minutes of the Lochinver session of the Napier Commission  of 1883 that 

formed the basis of my undergraduate dissertation concerning the perceptions of the people of 

the effect that Clearance and Improvement had on the landscape of Assynt.
9

  I investigated 

their claims of environmental degradation and enforced destitution and found them to be 

validated not just by subsequent historical perspectives but also by contemporary scientific 

research and ecological thought. In this thesis I will examine another untapped primary source 

that will allow us to peer further back into the history of the parish and of the wider north-west.  

 

This thesis will take as its primary source material the place-names of the parish of Assynt, 

West Sutherland, using the 1795 parish boundaries as detailed by the Rev Mackenzie in the 

Old Statistical Account.
10

 The research for this project constituted the beginnings of the first 

systematic toponymic survey of any parish in Sutherland; in fact it is almost a hundred years 

since any even partial attempts at an overview of this area were published. John Mackay’s series 

of articles in the Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness takes a parish-by-parish view of 

the county, with his article on Assynt appearing in 1889; Mackay’s account however is of its 

time, and contains some questionable etymologies.
11

 W.J. Watson’s 1904 Place-Names of Ross 

and Cromarty occasionally strayed over the parish boundary into Sutherland, and in 1905 he 

 
9 Gemma Smith, ‘My parish is this stone: The perceptions of the people of Assynt of the effects of Clearance 
and Improvement on the landscape, as related to the Napier Commission at Lochinver’, unpublished BA (Hons) 
dissertation, Scottish History, Glasgow University, 2018.  
10 Rev. William Mackenzie, in The statistical account of Scotland, 1791-1799, Vol. 18, Caithness and Sutherland 
(Wakefield, 1979)163-211 
11 John Mackay, ‘Sutherland Place-Names: Parish of Assynt’, Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, Vol 
XV (1889), 107-122. 
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contributed a short article entitled ‘Some Sutherland names of places’ to the Celtic Review.
12

 

Alexander MacBain’s Place-Names, Highlands and Islands of Scotland of 1922 has much 

material on Sutherland, although only a dozen or so mentions of Assynt. These early studies 

were of course limited by the resources available to them at the time. More recently John 

Baldwin employed onomastics in his work on East Sutherland and North-West Ross, and has 

occasionally touched on Assynt.
13

 The website Ainmean Àite Asainte has emerged through the 

efforts of local Gaelic and education groups, and has catalogued 250 names from the OS 6 inch 

1st edition maps, along with translations, and a short interpretive article by local historian 

Robin Noble.
14

 

 

My own initial survey of the 2007 OS Explorer returned almost a thousand place-names, in an 

area measuring thirty-six miles from Stoer in the north to Cromalt in the south, and just 

eighteen miles across at its widest breadth. A subsequent combing of the limited available 

historical sources, including maps, legal documents and Statistical Accounts, added yet more to 

this total. My working database currently contains approximately 1200 head-names, and is by 

no means complete.
15

 By the number of cnocan and lochan yet unaccounted for, and with so 

few native Gaelic-speakers left in the area, I would estimate that we have lost at least that many 

place-names again. At one time, not so long ago, the people who lived here had a name for 

every feature of this landscape.
16

  

 

The majority of Assynt’s surviving place-names are attested for the first time in the OS 6 inch 

1st edition maps, the survey for which commenced in this region in 1871. Previous to the 

Ordnance Survey’s efforts, the parish was surveyed for the Sutherland estate in 1774 by John 

Home. His collection of sixteen maps of the various farms of Assynt provides an invaluable 

 
12 W.J. Watson, Place-names of Ross and Cromarty (Edinburgh, 1904); ‘Some Sutherland Names of Places’, 
Celtic Review, Vol. 2 No. 7 (Jan 1906), 232-242.   
13 See John Baldwin, ‘At the Back of the Great Rock: Crofting and Settlement in Coigach, Lochbroom’, in 
Peoples & Settlement in North-West Ross (Edinburgh, 1994), 291-389, and ‘The Long Trek: Agricultural Change 
and the Great Northern Drove, in Firthlands of Ross and Sutherland (Edinburgh, 1986), 183-220.  
14 Robin Noble, ‘Some notes on the place-names of Assynt’, 
https://www.assyntplacenames.net/placenamenotes, March 2015. 
15 Given the sheer volume of names, it was not possible to present them all as a gazetteer within the 
parameters of a one-year Masters project, and so this thesis aims to provide a broad overview of what the 
toponymic evidence can tell us about Assynt.  
16 John MacInnes claimed that in the past, one could give directions to within yards of a spot using just place-
names – Togail Sgeoil, BBC Alba, 20/04/00, 18:20. See also Richard Cox’s extraordinarily detailed The Gaelic 
place-names of Carloway, Isle of Lewis: Their structure and significance (Dublin, 2002). 
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picture of pre-Clearance settlement in the area, although his interest in recording place-names 

seems to vary - whilst maps one and two yield twenty to thirty names apiece, by map fourteen 

 

 

                                          Roy’s Military Survey of Scotland (1747) 

 

we are down to single figures.
17

 William Roy’s 1747 Military Survey of Scotland proved a 

particularly rich source. Closely examining a specific area of Roy’s map well-known to us on the 

ground, we cannot help but be impressed by his achievement; aside from situating Loch Urigill 

slightly askew, his is on the whole a relatively precise representation of the topography of 

Assynt, and most importantly provided eighty earlier place-name forms – some unattested in 

any other source.
18

 Prior to these major sources Assynt place-names are found recorded by 

several early cartographers in their maps of Scotland, most notably Joan Blaeu’s Atlas of 

Scotland of 1654, Gerhard Mercator’s Scotia Regnum of 1594, and Timothy Pont’s map of 

Assynt produced in 1583.
19

 Early versions of place-names originating from these and other 

maps will be discussed where appropriate. 

 

Several other documentary sources have supplied both early forms and additional names. 

Starting again with the most recent sources, a list of fifty townships cleared by the estate read 

out to the Napier commissioners in Lochinver by Balcladdich fisherman Kenneth Campbell 

was revealing as to the extent of historical settlement.
20

 A 1681 land disposition to the 

 
17 Home’s maps and survey information have been digitised by the National Library of Scotland and zoomable 
versions are available on their website: https://maps.nls.uk/estates/assynt/index.html. His maps may have 
been drawn up to assist the estate in carving up the parish, but they are beautiful, and a unique record of the 
period in the wider north-west region. We shall return to Home’s maps frequently in subsequent chapters. 
18 Also available via NLS: https://maps.nls.uk/roy/ - Roy’s map is so accurate it is available in georeferenced 
view. 
19 Again, all can be accessed at https://maps.nls.uk/scotland/.  
20 Royal Commission on the Crofters and Cottars in the Highlands and Islands of Scotland (1883-1884), 1732. 
This is the same Kenneth Campbell who supplied the second opening quote. 

https://maps.nls.uk/estates/assynt/index.html
https://maps.nls.uk/roy/
https://maps.nls.uk/scotland/
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Mackenzies contributed over 150 early forms of names - many of which are the earliest 

available - and a good number of names undocumented elsewhere.
21

 This source too was 

enlightening in terms of the many ‘towns’ listed therein now long gone. Aside from these 

sources several other documents stretching back to 1275 have generated a handful of earliest 

forms, and the Orkneyinga Saga even has two, giving us our earliest mention of the area in 

c.1200.
22

 These sources and others will be discussed in due course.  

 

In this thesis I will examine these place-names as a source of information concerning social, 

linguistic and ecological change in the parish of Assynt during a period for which other sources 

are sparse and problematic.
23

 However this study will not be limited to an analysis of the 

linguistic origins and literal translation of the names themselves, or of what they tell us of 

historical biodiversity and settlement patterns. As Botolv Helleland says in his 2012 article 

‘Place Names and Identities’, ‘over the last few decades there has been a notable shift in 

onomastic interest with increasing focus on the socio-onomastic and socio-psychological 

functions of place-names.’ Maps reveal as much about the map-maker’s perception of a place 

as they do the territory they represent. It could be said that place-names are the collective maps 

of highly oral cultures. What then can the place-names of Assynt tell us about the perceptions, 

and the sense of place of the peoples who coined them? The concerns of this new dimension 

of onomastics are evoked by the following verse from Norman MacCaig’s ‘A Man in Assynt’: 

 

‘An old song. A rickle of stones. A name on a map. 

I read on a map a name whose Gaelic means 

the Battlefield of the Big Men. 

I think of yelling hosts, banners, 

counterattacks, deployments. When I get there, 

it’s ten acres, ten small acres 

of boggy ground. 

I feel 

I am looking through the same wrong end 

of the same telescope 

 
21 NRS RD14 78 429 – I must thank Malcolm Bangor-Jones for alerting me to the existence of this document. 
22 H. Pálsson, and P. Edwards (transl.), Orkneyinga Saga: The History of the Earls of Orkney (London, 1981).  
23 The thesis’ research question is essentially: ‘What can the place-names of Assynt tell us about social, 
linguistic and ecological change in the parish?’ 
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through which I look back through time 

and see 

Christ, Socrates, Dante – all the Big Men 

picked out, on their few acres, 

clear and tiny in 

the misty landscape of history.’
24

 

 

In the position MacCaig adopts, his literal translation of Blàr nam Fear Mòra (NC143254) 

transposes a modern conception of what his interpretation might mean onto the original Gaelic 

name. A blàr can be a ‘battlefield’ in Early Gaelic, but often it is simply a ‘field’, and the ‘big 

men’ in question would have been far removed from his ‘Big Men’ of  classical European 

culture.
25

 MacCaig’s impression of ‘looking through the same wrong end of the telescope’  

describes the semiotic barrier we encounter when interpreting the linguistic artefacts of another 

culture. 

 

 

                         Blàr nam Fear Mòra, NC143254 (own photo, April 2019) 

 

 
24 Norman MacCaig, ‘A Man in Assynt’, 229. It can sometimes feel as though everything worth saying about 
Assynt is contained within those dozen-or-so verses, and that there is in fact nothing more to add. 
25 Although in this particular case it is yet more complicated – more on the blàr later. 
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It is this semiotic barrier that Keith Basso aimed to overcome with his groundbreaking 1996 

study of the place-names of the Western Apache,Wisdom Sits in Places.
26

 In clear and 

economical prose Basso demonstrates the centrality of cultural context to understanding the 

toponomy of any geographical region. In Apache context place-names are more than just 

handy vehicles of reference, of interest to the researcher as evidence of changes in the physical 

landscape - they are in fact laden with intricate layers of symbolic meaning.  

 

To the Apache the Western conception of ‘History’ appears inert, decontextualised and 

functionless: imposing grand narratives and abstract themes, making impossible claims to 

objective truth, and suggesting by its methodologies that ‘useful accounts of history can be 

fashioned without consulting those whose history it is.’
27

 Apache historical tales are markedly 

different. Their history involves a process of place-making, in which the past lies embedded in 

features of the earth. Apache historical stories are on the whole morality tales in which people 

suffer some kind of misfortune as a consequence of violating codes of social behaviour. 

Narrated events are always strongly spatially anchored, each story beginning and ending with 

the name of the place at which events occurred. The Apache use the metaphor of ‘shooting 

with arrows’ to describe how these stories can be related in a targeted way to indirectly criticise 

moral transgressions within the community. The recipient of the ‘arrow’ or place-name story 

will remember the advice they have been given every time they pass the particular place that 

situates the story. In this way meaningful relationships are forged between people and the 

landscape features of their environment which allow them to negotiate their personal and 

collective identities. These places become what Mikhail Bakhtin calls in In the Dialogic 

Imagination ‘chronotopes’: ‘points in the geography of a community where time and space 

intersect and fuse, where time becomes visible and space becomes charged and responsive to 

history.’
28

 A landscape feature becomes a symbol of the culture and the moral character of its 

people. This is what the Mi’kmaq poet Rita Joe means when she writes: 

 

‘Land names, 

Titles of seas, 

Rivers; 

 
26 Keith Basso, Wisdom Sits in Places: Landscape and Language Among the Western Apache (Albuquerque, 
1996) 
27 Basso, ibid, 34. 
28 Mikhail Bakhtin, In The Dialogic Imagination (Austin, 1981), 84-85. 
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Wipe them not from memory. 

These are our monuments.’
29

 

 

There are clear parallels here with Gaelic folklore. These too narrate supposed events in the 

history of the community in a way that is heavily socially-coded,
30

 and are often attached to 

specific localities. Indeed some of the most treasured texts in Early Irish literature are the 

dindshenchas, medieval collections of place-name lore and early onomastic exposition.
31

 In 

Scotland, the Ordnance Survey collected in some areas the stories behind the Gaelic place-

names they recorded in the 19th century in what are known as the Name Books, although the 

quality of the information gathered undoubtedly depended on both the surveyor and the 

informant consulted.
 32

 Their main source of place-names for Assynt was Rev. Dr. I.M. Joass of 

Golspie, a noted antiquarian and presumably a Gaelic-speaker, but not a resident of the parish. 

Despite consulting several other informants the Name Books have but a smattering of the  

 

 

 

                                               A page from the Ordnance Survey Name Books (late 1800s) 

 

 
29 Rita Joe, poem 10, in We are the Dreamers: Recent and Early Poetry (Sydney NS, 1999). 
30 Ronald Black’s introduction in John Gregorson Campbell’s The Gaelic Otherworld: Rev. John Gregorson 
Campbell’s Superstitions of the Highlands and the Islands and Witchcraft and Second Sight in the Highlands and 
Islands of Scotland (Edinburgh, 2008) is perhaps the most in-depth analysis of social coding in Gaelic folklore. 
31 See Kay Muhr, ‘Dindshenchas’, in J. Koch (ed.), Celtic Culture: A Historical Encyclopedia (Santa Barbara, 
2005), 599. 
32 Also digitised: https://scotlandsplaces.gov.uk/digital-volumes/ordnance-survey-name-books. Little 
scholarship has been published on the Name Books, although Nevis Hulme is building on recent research 
presented to the Scottish Place-name Society Spring Conference 2021. 

https://scotlandsplaces.gov.uk/digital-volumes/ordnance-survey-name-books
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stories likely to lie behind the place-names of the parish. Sadly the majority of these tales are 

now lost to us. Some significances can be reconstructed using folk-lore collections and looking 

at similarly-named places elsewhere, and in the course of my fieldwork I have also managed to 

collect a number of stories from local native Gaelic-speakers.
33 

 

There is still a squeamishness in Scottish History surrounding concepts of indigenousness and 

indeed as to whom that term should be applied. Indeed there are those who will still deny that 

there was any ethnic dimension at all to the Highland Clearances
34

, despite recent work on 

Gaelic sources that disputes this previous historiographical orthodoxy. In Iain Mackinnon’s 

recent article ‘The Invention of the Crofting Community’ he examines the Gaelic poetry of the 

Clearances to find that the term ‘crofter’ is barely used, the bards of the time identifying their 

people emphatically as Gaels. Mackinnon rejects the class narratives that have been imposed 

on the story of the 19th-century land struggles and identifies a ‘cultural ideological basis for 

indigenous political resistance.’
35

 

 

In the current political climate – both national and global – it is understandable that many 

people feel uncomfortable discussing issues of nativeness. On a local level, in Highland 

communities where tensions often exist between ‘locals’ and ‘incomers’ it can be a particularly 

thorny topic
36

, and debate has recently played out on various media platforms specifically in the 

context of contemporary Highland crises in both housing and vernacular Gaelic. For the 

purposes of this dissertation, the word ‘local’ will be used to mean ‘in-placed’, extending to 

accommodate all those who make a commitment to inhabiting a particular place that involves a 

certain degree of acculturation.
37

 As Alastair McIntosh said in his delicately-judged speech for 

the opening of the 25th Anniversary celebrations of the Assynt crofters’ buyout, ‘My neighbour, 

your neighbour, is the one who comes, or long since came, to cherish and be cherished by this 

 
33 This is a part of my research into Assynt’s place-names that cannot be rushed and is in no way complete – I 
doubt whether it ever will be. The more you visit, the more people remember. There are a number of 
recordings made by the School of Scottish Studies in the mid-20th century available on Tobar an Dualchais, 
which I have yet to investigate, the interviewee’s Gaelic being beyond the current understanding of this neach-
ionnsachaidh (for example, ‘Ainmean-àite Chataibh’, Track ID 88170). 
34 Tom Devine, The Scottish Clearances: A History of the Dispossessed, 1600-1900 (London, 2018). 
35 Iain Mackinnon, ‘The Invention of the Crofting Community: Scottish History’s Elision of Indigenous Identity, 
Ideology and Agency in Accounts of the Land Struggle in the Modern Gàidhealtachd’, The Scottish Historical 
Review, Vol. XCVIII, 1: No. 246: April 2019, 71-102 
36 For an analysis of the subject in Coigach see Angus Macleod and Geoff Payne’s ‘”Locals” and “Incomers”: 
Social and Cultural Identity in Late Twentieth Century Coigach’, in John Baldwin (1994).  
37 Gordon Cameron, ‘Food for animals, food for thought – a rescued place-names map from Ross-shire’, 
seminar presentation, University of Edinburgh, 16th November 2018.  
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place and its peoples.’
38

 Similarly the term ‘indigenous’ is not intended to carry any blood-and-

soil connotations, merely to indicate the native inhabitants of a place. 

 

The Hispanic-Native American philosopher Viola Cordova defines indigenousness in 

ideological opposition to what she calls the colonial, ‘Euroman’ world-view, and this thesis shall 

share her interpretation. This is not to draw equivalences for their own sake, flattening out the 

distinctiveness of any particular culture or indeed the spectrums of difference that occur within 

any given culture. Cordova herself acknowledges the variety of belief among Native American 

societies and within native societies worldwide, yet also identifies commonalities in world-view 

among indigenous peoples, including continuity of tradition, strong links to the land and a 

healthy sense of bounded space
39

, ideas that are reflected in the Gaelic concept of dùthchas.
40

 In 

this analysis we shall examine the place-names of Assynt for evidence of such a world-view. 

This is also not to discount the active role of many Gaels in land ownership and in the diverse 

enterprises of the British Empire, as has been the focus of much important recent scholarship, 

or the role of incoming Highlanders in the persecution of indigenous peoples; in fact Evander 

Maciver, the long-serving Sutherland factor who was one of the estate’s greatest proponents of 

‘Improvement’, is as a Gaelic-speaking Lewisman a fitting illustration of how colonial 

psychology works, persuading the natives of the superiority of the occupier’s culture and 

assumilating them into the project.
41

 As has been demonstrated, however, by Iain Mackinnon 

and Andrew Mackillop in their 2020 work detailing the instrumentality of slavery compensation 

payments to the purchase of Highland estates in the early 1800s, it is clear that the same forces 

of colonialism – with an extractive relationship with nature at their heart – reshaped landscapes 

in both the Highlands and abroad, and also the lives of their inhabitants.
42

  

 

Basso quotes his Harvard anthropology professor Clyde Kluckholm, who during one lecture 

informed the class that ‘the most interesting claims people make are those they make about 

 
38 2nd July 2018, transcibed here: http://www.alastairmcintosh.com/articles/2018-Assynt-Crofters-25th-
Keynote.pdf. 
39 Viola Cordova, in Moore, K.D., Peters, K., Jojola, T., Lacy, A. (eds), How It Is: The Native American Philosophy 
of V.F. Cordova (Tucson, 2007), 102. 
40 As with many concept from other languages this is hard to pin down in English, but broadly speaking, 
dùthchas is a hereditary right to the land that entails a deep level of reciprocity. 
41 See his Memoirs of a Highland Gentleman: Being the Reminiscences of Evander Maciver of Scourie 
(Edinburgh, 1905) for a fascinating insight into his worldview. 
42 See ‘Plantation slavery and landownership in the west Highlands and Islands – legacies and lessons’ 
(November 2020), https://www.communitylandscotland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Plantation-
slavery-and-landownership-in-the-west-Highlands-and-Islands-legacies-and-lessons.pdf.  

https://www.communitylandscotland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Plantation-slavery-and-landownership-in-the-west-Highlands-and-Islands-legacies-and-lessons.pdf
https://www.communitylandscotland.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Plantation-slavery-and-landownership-in-the-west-Highlands-and-Islands-legacies-and-lessons.pdf
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themselves.’
43

 In seeking inspiration from studies of Native American place-names I took my 

cue from Assynt’s best-known and certainly most fondly-remembered ‘native.’ In her 

meticulously-researched biography of Allan Macrae - crofter, figurehead of the crofters’ buyout 

and all-round local hero - Judith Ross Napier tells of how Macrae often carried a dog-eared 

copy of Dee Brown’s history of the American invasions Bury My Heart At Wounded Knee, 

and sometimes mined the Native Americans’ words for material for his speeches.
44

 Macrae 

found something in the Native American attitude towards the land that he identified with - he 

was apparently particularly fond of the Sioux death song that concludes the book:  

 

‘The old men 

Say 

the earth 

only 

endures.  

You spoke 

truly. 

You are right.’
45 

 

I cannot yet claim to have been visiting Assynt for decades, as with Basso’s forty years’ of 

experience of his chosen ‘exemplary terrain’, Cibecue, Arizona, but the adoption of a similarly 

immersive methodology has proven key to my research. My approach here has also been 

informed by the work of Tim Robinson in his ‘deep mapping’
46

 or ‘decolonial cartography’
 

of 

Aran Island off the west coast of Ireland, in his Stones of Aran volumes Pilgrimage and 

Labyrinth.
47

 The latter term is used by Eamonn Wall in his essay on Robinson, ‘Adequate 

 
43 Basso, Wisdom, 37. 
44 Judith Ross Napier, The Assynt Crofter: Allan Macrae, A Life (Stornoway, 2018), 137. Macrae’s identity was 
complex. He himself was Assynt born and bred but proudly referred to himself as a ‘mongrel’, his mother being 
a Cockney.  
45Discussed by Napier, ibid, 266-267. Song taken from Dee Brown, Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee (London, 
1971), 354. 
46 ‘Deep-mapping’ is a key concept in modern geography and the spatial humanities. See Bodenhamer, D.J., 
Corrigan, J., Harris, T.M., Deep Maps and Spatial Narratives (Bloomington, 2015). From their abstract:  
‘Deep maps are finely detailed, multimedia depictions of a place and the people, buildings, objects, flora, and 
fauna that exist within it and which are inseparable from the activities of everyday life. These depictions may 
encompass the beliefs, desires, hopes, and fears of residents and help show what ties one place to another. A 
deep map is a way to engage evidence within its spatio-temporal context and to provide a platform for a 
spatially-embedded argument.’ 
47 Tim Robinson, Stones of Aran: Pilgrimage (Westmeath, 1986), and Stones of Aran: Labyrinth (Westmeath, 
1995). 
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Steps.’
48

 Wall also looks to an American writer with native Osage heritage, William Least Heat-

Moon, who writes that: 

 

Once in his life a man ought to concentrate his mind on the remembered earth, I 

believe. He ought to give himself up to a particular landscape in his experience, to look 

upon it from as many angles as he can, to wonder about it, to dwell upon it.
49

 

 

It is dwelling, in the Heideggerian sense, that allows us to reconnect with a sense of place so 

often neglected in our modern experiences of the world.
50

 Basso describes sense of place as ‘the 

ways in which citizens of the earth constitute their landscapes and take themselves to be 

connected to them.’
51

  

 

Phenomenology as theory and methodology has by this stage been well-used and latterly 

problematised in archaeology. Matthew Johnson’s 2012 essay ‘Phenomenological Approaches 

in Landscape Archaeology’ highlights the pitfalls of expecting what is essentially a touristic 

experience to reconnect us with the perspectives of historic peoples – the related experiences 

being so often those of a narrow, mostly male and middle-class demographic.
52

 However the 

basic principles of ‘bracketing’
53

 our pre-conditioned modern beliefs and assumptions in order 

to gain knowledge through embodied experience can be of particular utility in the attempt to 

connect with sense of place – as Edward Casey puts it, ‘there is no knowing or sensing a place 

except by being in that place.’
54

 Casey contrasts the specificity of place with the generalised 

modern notion of abstract space that bears no resemblance to lived reality, stating that the route 

back to place is via our own lived bodies. Additionally, according to the political philosopher 

Quentin Skinner, the priority of historians should ‘be conceived as that of trying so far as 

possible to think as our ancestors thought and to see things their way.’
55

 The practice of being 

‘in place’ can in certain circumstances help us overcome the unfamiliarity that leads us to 

 
48 Eamon Wall, ‘Adequate Steps’, in his book Writing the Irish West: Ecologies and Traditions (Notre Dame, 
2011), 1-49.  
49 Quoted by Wall, ‘Adequate Steps’, 4. 
50 Martin Heidegger, Being and Time (London, 1978), 12: 84. Nodody likes having to reference a Nazi, but he 
did come up with some useful terms. 
51 Basso, Wisdom, 106. 
52 See ‘Phenomenological Approaches in Landscape Archaeology’, in the Annual Review of Anthropology,  
Vol. 41 (October 2012), 269-284. 
53 Also a Heideggerian term.  
54 Edward Casey, in ‘How to Get from Space to Place in a Fairly Short Stretch of Time’, in Feld, S., and Basso, K. 
(eds), Senses of Place (Santa Fe, 1996), 21. 
55 Quentin Skinner, Visions of Politics Vol. 1: Regarding Method (Cambridge, 2002), 47. 
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characterise landscapes as harsh or inhospitable, and perhaps begin to understand how they 

appeared to the inhabitants of the past. 

 

Spending weeks in mountain bothies may be impractical or undesirable to many scholars of the 

Highlands, but for me these experiences have been instrumental in informing my 

understanding of these places and of the way of life of the people who once populated them. It 

was the psychologist Rob Greenaway who came up with the oft-quoted axiom that ‘civilisation is 

only four days deep.’
56

 What Greenaway means is that after our initial excitement at setting out 

on an ‘adventure’ subsides, those venturing out into the less-inhabited areas of the Highlands 

for any length of time will then find themselves growing more uncomfortable. Our muscles will 

ache, we will begin to feel unnervingly disconnected due to the lack of mobile phone or 

internet coverage, we may feel cold, unclean, disorientated, even frightened. But after a couple 

of days or so, something begins to happen that has become known as ‘the wilderness effect.’
57 

 

 

Suileag, NC149211 (own photo, August 2018) 

 
56 Rob Greenaway, “The Wilderness Effect and Ecopsychology”, in Roszak, T., Gomes, M.E., Kanner, A.D. (eds), 
Ecopsychology: Restoring the Earth, Healing the Mind, (San Francisco, 1995).  
57 We have already established that the term ‘wilderness’ is highly problematic, and this is by no means the 
last time this subject will come up in this thesis.  
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When I go to stay in my favourite bothy, I find myself quickly falling into a routine. I will rise 

with the sun, and go down to the burn to draw my water for the day. I will gather kindling and 

start a fire. I will make coffee and porridge on a gas stove, and if the weather permits, sit 

outside at the bench gazing at the view. Perhaps later I will go for a walk or a swim, before 

returning home, rekindling the fire, and cooking dinner. Looking after my own day-to-day 

survival in this way becomes very satisfying. Even the simplest of foods tastes more vivid, 

especially when an unexpected gift from a stranger. Every visitor who happens to come walking 

down the path is a treasured guest. My awareness of the world around me heightens. Instead of 

recognising buildings and commercial businesses as landmarks, I instead navigate by rivers, 

trees and rocks. Natural phenomena take on a deeper significance: birds are messengers, dark 

clouds omens, rainbows blessings from the sky. If it rains at night and in the morning I find the 

burn sparkling and full with fresh water, I will feel gratitude and joy. If a landscape feature of 

particular use or importance to me is unnamed on the map, I will often feel a need to give 

name to it myself.  

 

Much has been written recently about spending time in the outdoors. It seems the further our 

lifestyles take us from nature, the more we like to read about it, often in rather overblown and 

Romantic terms. Travelling to these so-called ‘wild’ places is for me in no way an attempt to ‘get 

away from it all’ or ‘escape’ anything – quite the opposite. As Wall writes of Robinson’s 

methodology, ‘walking has remained a mode of entering into a new society, a way of connecting 

with another set of individuals and the place they have marked and defined with their lives and 

traditions.’
58

  

 

Due to the considerations outlined above, our journey though the place-names of Assynt will – 

taking inspiration from Tim Robinson - be structured as a walk, following existing paths and 

roads, undertaken in real time. It will take its cues from the landscape, rather than imposing 

grand narratives from above or organising that landscape into abstract themes.
59

 We will begin 

on Day 1 at Knockan on the southern boundary of the parish, walking north through Assynt’s 

limestone valley, past the remains of the earliest setltlements and the caves in which the only 

polar bear bones found in Scotland resided for several thousand years. This will allow us to 

 
58 Wall, ‘Adequate Steps’, 16. 
59 As stated on page 9, the names collected were too numerous for the traditional survey format, and this 
original structure has been chosen to a) do justice to the richness of the source material within the parameters 
of a one-year Masters project, and b) to bring the historical landscape alive in a way that counters modern 
misconceptions of it as a wilderness.  
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examine the place-names evidence relating to the underlying geology and flora and fauna of the 

region. On Day 2 we will take a high road over Beinn Uidhe, taking  a panoramic view of the 

parish and observing what place-names can tell us about historical changes in language, 

boundaries and occupation. Day 3 will take us down the old road through Gleann Leireag, 

joining the road at Ardvar and carrying on in a westerly direction. This chapter will look at the 

movement of people and animals across the landscape. Day 4 will take us along the coast 

southwards to Inverkirkaig, looking at toponymic evidence for folk and religious beliefs, and 

stories about the land and its past. Departing from the banks of the Fionn Loch on Day 5, we 

will travel up and over the summit of Suilven, concluding our journey in a bothy called Suileag, 

deep in the Assynt interior. Along the way we will discover what the place-names of Assynt can 

tell us about the ecological, social and linguistic history of a place too often represented as a 

blank space on the map. 

 

 

Our route begins in Knockan in the south-east, continuing anti-clockwise around the parish (John Thomson’s 1832 Sutherland Shire map). 
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Our motivation is the same as for Nan Shepherd in her quiet masterpiece, The Living 

Mountain:  

… it is to know its [the place’s] essential nature that I am seeking here. To know, that is, 

with the knowledge that is a process of living. This is not done easily nor in an hour. It 

is a tale too slow for the impatience of our age, not of immediate enough import for its 

desperate problems. Yet it has its own rare value.
60

 

 

Our journey into the outdoors, like Shepherd’s, involves a rejection of the sentimental and the 

Romantic, and also of the goal-orientated, macho, ‘adventuring’ attitudes that characterise so 

much contemporary human interaction with the natural world. It is an open-ended enquiry – a 

stravaig if you will. As a technique for researching the significance of places, it is invaluable. 

Through my lived experience of them I know that if I had not visited the places I have written 

about in this thesis, I would have written things about them that were mistaken. This approach 

is in accordance with the suggestions of Kehoe and Dalglish in their 2018 ‘Position Statement’ 

of history and heritage in the Highlands: 

 

‘We feel that open enquiry and research which is pursued without a tightly-specified 

outcome in mind has a very important role to play and can be consistent with the 

broader social purpose and mission we are advocating for research. In risking the 

exploration of new problems and in developing new lines of knowledge and 

understanding, we give ourselves the chance to produce unexpected results, and those 

are often the results with the most transformative potential.’
61 

 

Kehoe and Dalglish also highlight the importance of community engagement. The modern-day 

inhabitants of Assynt I have met along the way are just as instrumental to my research as the 

landscape and they shall be included in the narrative of this thesis where appropriate and 

personally credited for their knowledge where credit is due.  

 

Onomastics is one of the most fascinating, important and under-researched areas of Scottish 

history. Much specialised academic work in onomastics is necessarily opaque to the more 

general reader, and the inaccuracies of popular publications on place-names can lead to 

 
60 Nan Shepherd, The Living Mountain (Edinburgh, 2011), 1. 
61 S. Karly Kehoe, and Chris Dalglish, ‘History, Heritage and Sustainable Development: A Position Statement on 
the Scottish Highlands’, Northern Scotland, Vol. 9 Issue 1, 12. 
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misinformation and misunderstandings.
62

 My intention here is to use toponymy to reanimate 

and reinhabit the landscape of Assynt in a way that is more accessible to a broader readership 

of scholars and the general public alike, and that will highlight the wide-ranging potential of 

onomastics for the historian – and the ecologist - of the Highlands. Let us go now, then, to 

these places, taking lead from the Western Apache, and let us ask of them: ‘what happened 

here?’’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
62 See Richard Coates, ‘Popular Books on English Place-Names — a Serious Issue in Onomastics’, Voprosy 
onomastiki, 2017, Vol. 14 Issue 2, 143–158. 
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Day 1: Knockan to Inchnadamph 
 

On a clear day, the hills of Assynt present what is surely the most visually arresting landscape in 

the country. It is no wonder that geologists have been drawn here since the very infancy of the 

science, and that over the subsequent century it was study of this area that revolutionised 

geological thinking about mountain-building and metamorphism.
63

 The bizarre and 

pachydermous landforms of Assynt evince the formidable forces of nature that shaped them 

and have a history of inspiring awe, whether the visitor is scientist, tourist, or both. Thomas 

Pennant passed through on his 1772 tour of Scotland and the Hebrides. His assessment 

anticipates the geological discoveries that followed: 

I never saw a country that seemed to have been so torn and convulsed: the shock, 

whenever it happened, shook off all that vegetates: among these aspiring heaps of 

barrenness the sugar-loaf hill of Suil-bhein made a conspicuous figure: at their feet, the 

blackness of the moors by no means assisted to chear our ideas.
64 

Pennant never made it any further north than Ledmore, having been advised that the way 

forward was impassable. Fraser-Darling stated in his West Highland Survey that this was ‘the 

roughest low ground in Britain’; his appraisal was shared by military map-maker William Roy 

in his antiquarian volume of 1793: 

It is infinitely more rugged and broken than any other part of Britain. In order to 

convey any tolerable idea of a country so very extraordinary in its nature, we may 

suppose some hundreds of the highest mountains split into many thousands of pieces, 

and the fragments scattered about.
65 

Aesthetics did not quite yet allow for such landscapes to be considered beautiful, and the 

contemporary political context intensified the association of mountains with disorder. As Anne 

Macleod writes in From an Antique Land, ‘not only were they the exact opposite of the 

geometric precision and mathematical lines of military engineering, they also resisted effective  

 

 
63 See David. R Oldroyd’s The Highlands Controversy: Constructing Geological Knowledge through Fieldwork in 
Nineteenth-Century Britain (Chicago, 1990). 
64 Thomas Pennant, A Tour in Scotland, and Voyage to the Hebrides, 1772 Vol. I (Chester, 1774-6), 365. 
65 William Roy, The Military Antiquities of the Romans in North Britain (London, 1793), 59. 
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William Daniell, ‘Unapool in Kyles-cu, Assynt’ (1814), Tate Gallery 

 

 

policing and the maintenance of law.’
66

 In William Daniell’s early 19th-century illustrations, the 

mountains of Suilven and Quinag almost loom into the foreground, dwarfing any evidence of 

human activity.Notions of disorder, disaster and catastrophe inform some of the better-known 

stories said to be behind the place-name of Assynt itself. In the 1795 Old Statistical Account, 

the Reverend William Mackenzie provides a footnote of the tale: 

There is a vague tradition bandied, which states, That two brothers, Unt and As-Unt, 

(i.e. freely translated), the man of peace, and the man of discord; that they, in days of 

old, fought for the mastery of Assint; that Unt was slain, of consequence the conqueror, 

As-Unt, gave his name to the parish. And further, that imaginary spot, where the scene 

took place, was at Ry-an-Unt, a small plain on the farm of Little Assint.
67 

 
66 Anne Macleod, From an Antique Land: Visual Representations of the Highlands and Islands 1700-1880 
(Edinburgh, 2012), 135. 
67 Rev. William Mackenzie, in The statistical account of Scotland, 1791-1799, Vol. 18, Caithness and Sutherland 
(Wakefield, 1979), 164 – hereafter the OSA. 
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The name ‘Ry-an-unt’, i.e. ruigh an Unt, ‘the shieling of Unt’, is not attested elsewhere, 

however the aforementioned Blàr nam Fear Mòra (NC143254) is indeed a small plain on what 

would have been the farm of Little Assynt. Although as previously stated the specific element 

blàr does not always denote a ‘battlefield’, this site is known locally in English as The Battlefield 

- whether this tradition is longstanding or relatively recent is unknown. The story, however, is 

echoed in a 1961 recording of John Macdonald made by John MacInnes, in which Macdonald 

has ‘As’ and ‘Unt’ as either ‘two boys’, or as the names of ‘the first Celts’ to attack the area.
68

 In 

1972, a similar tale from George Mackenzie was recorded by Donald Archie Macdonald and 

Ian Fraser. In his version two sons of Macleod of Lewis battle for ownership of the parish on 

what Mackenzie refers to as Blàr na Fir Mhòir. The younger brother won, and called his new 

estate ‘Às aont’, ‘without consent.’ Mackenzie says he was told this story by old folk in his 

youth, and claims to have found swords and pieces of a shield whilst cutting peats at this site 

fifty years prior to the recording.
69 

Rev. Mackenzie dismisses the Unt and As-Unt story as ‘mere fable’, and assuming that ‘Gaelic 

names are descriptive of what is most striking, or remarkably observable’, he prefers the 

apparently more prosaic explanation, again widely reported, that:  

‘Assint is a Gaelic compound, descriptive of the superficies of the whole parish; its wide 

extent consisting of lofty mountains, high hills, stupenduous rocks, threatening 

precipices, and numberless objects of the like kind… [footnote] As Agus Int, contracted 

As-Sint, i.e. in plain English, "in and out," which evidently refers to both convex and 

concave surfaces, caused by lofty mountains, etc.’
70 

This, and the other tales are clearly retrospective attempts to rationalise a name for which the 

original meaning had been lost. The earliest attested versions of Assynt are from Bagimond’s 

Roll, in 1275 and 1276, and have Prebenda de and Vicarius de Ascend.
71

 A 1345 disposition 

from David II to William, Earl of Sutherland (to whom David married off his sister, Margaret), 

gives us Asscynkte, further suggesting a hard ‘k’ sound after the initial syllable, although the 

latter ‘k’ is not reproduced in any other version of the name. Thereafter from Assynshyre in 

 
68 ‘Diofar bheachdan air cò às a thàinig an t-ainm Asaint’, track no. 67985, Tobar an Dualchais, 
www.tobarandualchais.co.uk.  
69 ‘Mar a fhuair Asainnt an t-ainm’, track no. 68812, www.tobarandualchais.co.uk. Incidentally Ian ‘the Gate’ 
Mackenzie, a native Gaelic-speaker from Culkein, told me that he always understood a blàr to be a peat flow – 
the speaker’s account would support this. There are six blàrs attested in the parish so far. 
70 Mackenzie, OSA, 163. 
71 ‘Bagimond’s Roll: Statement of the Tenths of the Kingdom of Scotland’, A. I. Dunlop (ed.), SHS Misc. vi 
(1939), 3–77. 

http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/
http://www.tobarandualchais.co.uk/
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Ortellius’ 1583 Scotiae Tabula onward we see more familiar representations close to the 

current parish name; Pont’s 1583 map has Assyn, and the modern spelling of Assynt is first 

recorded in Robert Gordon’s Scotia Antiqua.  

There are a number of words in Old Norse
72

 that could indicate the origin of the name. The 

current onomastic orthodoxy is that Assynt is ON áss, ‘pole, main rafter’, metaphorically a 

ridge, with ON endi, end, as suggested by W.J. Watson, which in the context of the whole 

parish could make sense from the north-easterly direction from which the Norse approached 

the area: in that case Assynt is the ‘ridge end’ of the country. Watson however expresses doubt, 

as the ON word begins with a long vowel, whereas the Gaelic a in Asainte is short.
73

 

Additionally the early forms do not suggest endi as a second element. John Mackay’s 1889 

article proposes the alternative in the ON word á-sýnt, ‘visible, seen’, which could describe the 

appearance of Assynt from the sea, from where the region’s uniquely-shaped peaks line up 

along the coast in a formation as strikingly recognisable as any modern city skyline, this is 

however unattested in ON place-names elsewhere. Finally, there is a local story which was told 

to local primary school pupils by a Miss Alexandrina Matheson of Clachtoll,
74

 concerning 

Assynt as a mountain-building practice-ground for the Norse gods, which invites consideration 

of the ON áss, ‘god’, as a potential element – although both of these alternatives also begin with 

a long a, and neither account for the hard -c- indicated by the earliest forms. The possibility of 

a Gaelic or pre-Gaelic etymology opens up myriad further options.
75

 Most likely, however, is 

that looking for Assynt to apply to the whole parish is to peer down the wrong end of that 

telescope – a point that we will return to on our second day.
76

  

 

 
72 Hereafter ON. 
73 W.J. Watson, Scottish place-name papers (Edinburgh, 2002), 235. 
74 Email from Sue Agnew, Knockan Crag reserve manager, 18/02/2019. The story features on an interpretation 
panel at Knockan Crag. The story can also be found in Tom Strang’s SMC guidebook The Northern Highlands 
(London, 1975), 166, and Otta Swire’s The Highlands and their Legends (Edinburgh, 1963), 184. 
75 Just one example would be the Gaelic asgain, ‘ascend, mount, climb’. It is worth mentioning here that there 
is another Assynt, near Evanton on the Cromarty Firth. Evanton was a 19th-century planned town, but 
Balconie Castle, an old seat of the Earls of Ross, once stood nearby. What was Mains of Assynt farm 
(NH591670) is now holiday lets. Watson goes with the ON áss endi, ‘ridge end’ – it is a flat patch at the foot of 
a range of hills - although the antiquity of this name has not been established (PNRC, 78). There was also a St 
Assind’s Chapel at Bracadale, Skye, but nothing else is known about this mysterious character (OPS Vol. 2, 
357). 
76 If you can’t wait, turn to page 55.  
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The split rock – but probably not the actual clach – of Clachtoll (own photo, July 2020) 

 

The geological story of how this landscape came to be is possibly even more dramatic than the 

legends. Much of Assynt is composed of Lewisian Gneiss, rocks that were formed some 3,000 

million years ago somewhere close to the South Pole, too old even to contain fossils.
77

 The 

Torridonian Sandstone that forms the parish’s most singular peaks is no less remarkable, 

having been formed in the following Proterozoic era, 545-2500 million years ago. Signs of heat 

pressure along Assynt’s jagged west coastline have led to the recent discovery of the potential 

site of the largest meteor ever to hit Britain over a billion years ago, just six miles off 

Lochinver.
78

 Further deposits of sandstones and limestones were laid down from the Cambrian 

period in which the land that would become Scotland was situated on the coastline of the 

continent Laurentia. What are called desiccation cracks or more descriptively ‘Frankenstein’s 

stitches’ can be seen on the remarkable red sandstone rocks of Clachtoll and are a result of 

 
77 To put this in perspective, the earth is around 4540 million years old. 
78 Kenneth Amor, ‘The Mesoproterozoic Stac Fada proximal ejecta blanket, NW Scotland: constraints on crater 
location from field observations, anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility, petrography and geochemistry’, Journal 
of the Geological Society, 9 June 2019. 
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cracks formed in the muddy bed of a dried-up lake. Sadly they are not attested in the place-

name record; however the settlement of Clachtoll is said to be named after a feature of the 

jagged shoreline. The feature itself is attested on the OS maps from the six inch first edition 

onwards as A’ Clach Thuill (NC037267), usually assumed to be the most prominent landform, 

the split rock - which would more accurately be referred to as A’ Clach Sgoilte. Mackay’s place-

names article explains away this discrepancy by claiming that it was once an arch, until a 

landslip caused it to give way.
79

 This story may have originated in the prophecies of the Brahan 

Seer, Coinneach Odhar, who predicted the collapse of a stone arch near Stoer - it is worth 

noting however that there is an uncollapsed natural stone arch at Culkein Stoer (NC042340). A' 

Chlach Thuill is, in any case, ungrammatical: we would expect to see clach a’ thuill for ‘stone of  

 

 

       Frankenstein’s Stitches on the beach at Clachtoll (own photo, August 2018) 

 

 
79 J. MacKay, ‘Sutherland place-names: parish of Assynt’, Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, Vol 15-
16 1871, 118. This story continues in the local oral tradition, the collapse usually occurring in the wake of The 
Disruption of 1843. 
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the hole.’ Older versions support instead clach toll, ‘hole-stone’ or ‘stone of holes’. The initial 

translation cited, A’ Chlach Thuill, however, comes via Watson in Dwelly, and may not refer to 

the split rock at all. There is also a blow hole in the headland, which was (almost) closed up 

with boulders at some point in the distant past as livestock kept falling into it. Some locals say 

that this is in fact the source of the name.
80

 Additionally, a clach-thuill can also be a stone arch, 

a hollowed-out stone, or a magic stone.
81

 The phonetics of the two earliest forms attested – 

Chlachoule (1592 RMS v no. 2024) and Clawhoill (1654 Blaeu Atlas of Scotland) – may 

support this interpretation. 

In the Silurian period 417-443 million years ago, the closing of the Iapetus Ocean caused 

continents to collide
82

, displacing huge slices of rock up to 70km westwards and leaving a ribbon 

of sandstone and lime stretching from Loch Carron in the south to the north coast. The impact 

of the collision of Laurentia and Avalonia along roughly what is now the Scottish-English 

border cast up what came to be called Druim Alban, ‘spine/ridge of Alba’; Assynt is one of the 

places where the scars – or what are known as thrust belts – show most vividly. After breaking 

off from Laurentia, subsequent millennia saw Scotland’s land mass drift across the equator, 

seas rose and fell, and erosion by ice, wind and water revealed the Lewisian Gneisses that once 

lay 15-30km down into the earth’s crust. The impressive sandstone mountains of Assynt and 

Coigach are mere stubs of the Himalayian-sized behemoths they once were.
83

 

We begin our tour by progressing chronologically through geological time, following the path 

of the retreating glaciers after the last ice age - and that of the animals and the humans that 

followed them - from Knockan (NC213105), at the most south-easterly corner of the parish.  

This is also the point at which most modern-day travellers enter Assynt. We will be welcomed 

at the open-air museum that clings to the side of the eponymous Crag (Creag a’ Chnocain, 

NC195098) by talking statues of Ben Peach and John Horne, the geologists who were busy 

mapping Assynt’s ornate jumble of cnocan agus lochan at the same time as the Napier 

Commission sat listening to the complaints of the crofters at Lochinver in 1883. As my gazeteer 

of Assynt place-names stands, there are in fact 155 place-names in the parish with the initial 

generic element cnoc (‘hillock, knowe’), with an additional forty-seven with creag(an) (‘crag’), 

 
80 See this piece by local writer Mandy Haggith: ttp://assyntfireandwater.aocarchaeology.com/trails/clachtoll/. 
81 See Watson, PNRC, 106.  
82 Although geologists like to use words such as ‘collision’ and ‘cataclysmic’ to describe these events, it is 
important to bear in mind that they happened over a period of several million years. 
83 For a lucid introduction to the geological past of the area, see Alan McKirdy’s The Northern Highlands: 
Landscapes in Stone (Edinburgh, 2019). 
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forty with meall(an) (‘lump, rounded hill’), thirty-four with tòrr (‘heap, conical hill’), twenty-four 

with druim (‘ridge’) and nine with beinn (‘mountain’).
84

 There are 221 loch(an)an (‘lochs’) 

named, eighty-one uillt (‘burns’), and eight aibhnichean (‘rivers’). It seems at first odd that this 

settlement is named Knockan - from the Gaelic cnocan, ‘hillock, wee hill’ - when so many 

abound in the surrounding area. Indeed this mountainous district, one of the four davochs of 

Assynt, was known as Ard-Assint, or ‘the heights’ of Assynt.
85

  

The settlement of Knockan, however, is situated about a mile and a half north-west of the 

creag, in the same hollow as the township of Elphin (NC213112). Abhainn a’ Chnocain (‘river 

of Knockan’, NC209122)
86

 loops an improbably winding path across the lowest point of this 

verdantly green little valley. It is likely that the cnocan in question is the grassy knoll on the east 

side of which the settlement sits. Its most prominent mound is unnamed on the 2007 OS 

Explorer, but revealed by the 1871 OS 6 inch 1st edn. to be Càthair a’ Chnocain, ‘the seat of 

Knockan.’  

Elphin sits on the north-west side of this cnocan. The Gaelic spelling is Ailbhinn, which 

Watson translates as ‘rock-peak’, taking the specific element to be beinn, ‘mountain’ given the 

stress on the second syllable. The possibility remains of ail fionn, ‘white rock’, or even aoil 

fionn, ‘white lime(stone)’
87

, in reference the underlying geology that renders the area’s grasses so 

lush and so very green – the Elphin in Co. Roscommon is in Irish, Ail Finn. The permeable 

rocks of Assynt’s fertile limestone valley - stretching from Elphin to Inchnadamph  - are 

studded with caves, sinkholes, springs and wells. The Knockan caves lie less than a mile to the 

south of the township, where we find Fuaran a’ Ghlinne (‘spring of the glen’, NC261177), Toll 

Dubh an Uisge (‘black hole of water’, NC211093) and Uamh an Tartair (‘cave of roaring’ 

NC216092). This latter name is also given to one of the Traligill caves just north of 

Inchnadamph, which houses what is usually a thundering underground torrent (NC276206). 

The 1871 OS map also reveals the location of now long-forgotten wells across the parish: 

Knockan had Tobar an Tuirc (‘well of the boar’, NC207105), and Tobar an Glaise (‘well of the 

lock’, NC211106). These places may once have been of spiritual significance, long ago - there  

 
84 -an here indicates the diminutive, for example meallan is ‘wee rounded hill’.  
85 Rev. Mackenzie, OSA, 184, also letter from Alastair Mackenzie of Culkein, 10/08/2019. These davochs are 
further discussed in Chapter 2. 
86 Home has The Blind Burn instead of Abhainn a’ Chnocain, perhaps indicating an original form incorporating 
the Gaelic element caochan, ‘streamlet’, although it is a fairly substantial burn (Survey, Map 16).  
87 There is also an Allt nan Clach Aoil, ‘burn of the lime stones’, just east of Cromalt at NC266065, the banks of 
which are lined with little white beaches of limestone pebbles.  
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Càthair a’ Chnocain, NC210107 (own photo, April 2019) 

 

are chambered cairns here, as there are around the foot of Beinn an Fhuarain (‘mountain of 

the spring’, NC261158) to our north. 

Another potential reference to limestone is found in Cnoc Liath (‘grey hill’, NC228081), a 

silvery lump near Am Pollan (‘the wee pool’, NC233082)
88

 in the Cromalt Hills to our east. 

There are in Assynt three places called Creag Liath (‘grey crag’): one is a prominent crag 

composed of quartzite thrust sheets on the east face of Breabag (‘wee kick’, NC277152), a 

mountain to our north; the other two are on the west coast, north-west of Clashnessie 

(NC075320) and near Alltan’abradhan (NC059265)
89

, and refer to greyish Gneiss protusions 

that stand out against the red sandstone. Druim nan Clach Mòra (‘ridge of the big stones’, 

NC048308), describes a striking ridge of large flat slabs rising between the green hollows of 

Clashmore and Clashnessie, which is comprised of a ribbon of Clachtoll Formation sandstone 

 
88 Home’s map has Poland for this long-abandoned settlement (map 16). 
89 The spelling is obviously a little creative, but this is how this name is now represented on the 2007 Explorer 
and modern signage. 
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running between Bay of Stoer Formation rocks to the east and Orthogneiss to the west.
90

 

Prominent sandstone formations are again highlighted in a Meall Dearg (‘red rounded hill’, 

NC113342) at Culkein Drumbeg, and another hill of the same name at Stoer (NC029289).  

Carrying on northwards from Elphin we will find meall(an) continues to be a particularly 

common element, reflecting the landscape of moraines or glacial deposits scattered along the 

valley floor – like Torran Garbha (‘rough heaps’, NC267210), just south of Inchnadamph. We 

soon come to the settlements of Ledmore (NC247122) and Ledbeg (NC241134), from the 

Gaelic leathad mòr and leathad beag, ‘big slope’ and ‘wee slope’, named after the inclines that 

backed both townships.
91

 In the evening light feannagan (‘lazybeds’) can be picked out against 

the leathaid. There are now just a few inhabited houses in an area which was once the richest 

farmland in Assynt. Ledbeg Limestone Quarry (NC256137) was founded as a commercial 

business by Gateshead merchant Isaac Jopling in 1799 and operated until 1881. A road was 

built from here to Kylesku in order to export the marble by sea.
92

  

Several place-names suggest the use of geological resources by the native inhabitants. The 

Alltan Leacach (‘slabby wee burn’, NC242289) branches off River Loanan just south of 

Stronechrubie. Allt an Leacach (NC242289) to the east of the mountain Quinag, although 

recorded under this spelling in the OS 6 inch first edition, is likely to be another alltan leacach. 

A leacach can also be a ‘side of a hill’, but its genitive is leacaich, making the adjectival leacach 

(‘abounding in slabs’) more probable. Nearby we find the crystal-clear waters of Allt na 

Bradhan (NC228289). Bradhan is the Gaelic for ‘chatwood’, but this burn that flows from a 

loch near the bealach of Quinag at around 430m above sea level was unlikely ever to have been 

surrounded by trees, making allt na bràthan, ‘burn of the quern’, a more plausible translation. 

At the point at which is crosses the Quinag path, the bed of this burn is comprised of unusually 

large, flat stone slabs.  

 

 
90 Kathryn M. Goodenough and Maarten Krabbendam, A Geological Excursion to the North-West Highlands of 
Scotland (Edinburgh, 2011), map on page 63. 
91 The east side of Ledmore’s leathad has the additional name of Cnoc na Stròine, ‘hill of the nose’ (NC260121). 
Leathad as a generic element will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
92 Sinclair B. Calder, ‘The Industrial Archaeology of Sutherland: A Scottish Highland Economy 1700-1900’, 
Unpublished M.Litt thesis, University of Strathclyde (1974), 19. 
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          Allt na Bradhan, NC228289 (own photo, September 2018) 

 

Approaching the most easterly end of the six-mile long freshwater loch at the heart of the 

parish, Loch Assynt, we have on our left-hand side one of Assynt’s most arresting rock 

formations, Sròn Chrùbaidh (‘bent nose’, NC252196), which twists its way around to 

Inchnadamph; it lends its name to the township of Stronechrubie (NC247193) and the creag to 

the north (NC254210). On the south-east side of the loch is the aptly-named Beinn Gharbh 

(‘rough mountain’, NC217223), the location of a geological double unconformity, in which 

Torridonian rocks overlie Lewsian Gneiss, and are in turn overlain by quartz arenites.
93

 The 

neighbouring hill takes the name of Beinn Reidh (‘smooth mountain’, NC213212) – 

presumably only in relative terms – forming a contrastive pair. 

 

 
93 Goodenough & Krabbenbaum, ibid, 13. 
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Sròn Chrùbaidh, NC252196 (own photo, April 2019) 

 

North-west of Inchnadamph lies the Ben More Assynt range, an Anglicised spelling of beinn 

mhòr Asainte, ‘great mountain of Assynt.’ Assynt’s highest peak at 998m (NC318202) is no 

longer included in the administrative boundaries of the parish, but according to Rev. 

Mackenzie’s perambulation once marked its eastern extent.
94

 The peak of Conival, barely 

twenty metres smaller, lies about a mile’s walk east along a narrow ridge (NC303199). Robin 

Noble claims that Conival ‘probably’ includes ON fjell, ‘mountain’
95

,  which is an 

understandable assumption, but the 1871 OS 6 inch 1st edn. has the Gaelic as Còinne-Mheall, 

further confirmed by the nearby burn Allt a’ Choinne’ Mhill (NC288204), the specific element 

being a contraction of coinneamh, ‘meeting.’
96

 The Name Books give the translation as 

‘gathering hill’; Watson has ‘combination of lumps’ (apparently describing the four peaks of 

Ben More)
97

; MacKay ‘the meeting of the eminences.’
98

 I would venture a similar meaning to 

MacKay in ‘round hill of the meeting’, in reference to its position at the point where Ben 

 
94 Rev. Mackenzie, OSA, 166-176. 
95 Robin Noble, ‘Some notes on the place-names of Assynt’, 
https://www.assyntplacenames.net/placenamenotes, March 2015.  
96 Whilst this could be a Gaelic rationalisation of an earlier ON fjell-name, coinneamh is attested as a specific 
element elsewhere in the parish and in the wider toponymic record. 
97 W.J. Watson, Watson, ‘Some Sutherland Names of Places’, The Celtic Review, Vol. 2 No. 7 (Jan 1906), 239. 
98 MacKay, ‘Sutherland place-names’, 111. 
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More’s summit ridges meet. This would have a parallel in the Bealach a Chornaidh (sic) of 

Quinag (NC202284). Còrnadh means ‘folding (of cloth)’, which could apply to the sweeping 

folds of rock on its western side, but the 1871 OS offers the alternative spelling Bealach a’ 

Chòrnaich, ‘pass of the coil(ing)’, describing the form of the ridge. Just north of Conival is the 

formation known as Na Tuadhan (NC307217), plural of tuagh, meaning ‘axe’, but also ‘cut’. 

This massive rock face displays large-scale folds in the Cambrian quartzites of the Ben More 

Thrust, ‘the cuts’ describing the way it appears to have been chopped into with an axe.  

Also in the mountains behind Inchnadamph, we find on the 1871 OS the Red Well 

(NC304189) on the east side of Breabag Tarsuinn. In the OSA Mackenzie refers to the same 

spring as Fowran-ballach-tra-li-gal, fuaran bealach Traligill, ‘spring of the pass of Traligill.’ The 

Name Books state that it is so named due to the colour of the soil it springs from – the area is 

full of glacial till, which has a high iron content. The English name can perhaps be explained by 

this being the stomping-ground of the 19th-century geologists visiting the parish. The 

Inchnadamph Hotel was their hostelry of choice – there is a monument to Peach and Horne 

on a small hill on the lochside.  

Before we seek shelter for the night, however, we will take a detour to the east, following Allt 

nan Uamh (‘burn of the caves’, NC252178), in order to visit Assynt’s famous Bone Caves. 

After around half a mile the burn seems suddenly to disappear; the higher section in fact flows 

underneath the dry, stony river bed ahead of us, and we are now stood at Fuaran Allt nan 

Uamh – ‘spring of the Allt nan Uamh’ (NC262177). Carrying on up the narrow dolomitic 

limestone glen, we cut across the steep hillside to the three main caves of Creag nan Uamh 

(‘crag of the caves’, NC268169), now known (from west to east) as Badger Cave, Reindeer 

Cave, and Bone Cave.
99

 Peach and Horne found what they described as ‘fireplaces and 

firestones, split and burnt bones’ here in 1917; J.E. Cree then uncovered the incisor tooth of a 

bear and some pieces of reindeer antler in 1925, and major excavations began two years later.
100

 

Signs of human activity included several artefacts carved from bone and antler, the remains of 

two human skeletons, and mussel and limpit shells some ten miles from the nearest branch of 

the sea. Reindeer Cave, curiously, contained 830 shed reindeer antler burrs, but only two 

bones. If such faunal assemblages were placed in the cave by humans, this would be the oldest 

archaeological site in Britain, dating back to the Upper Paleolithic - although research has so far 

 
99 These, like many of the cave names in Assynt, are 20th century coinages, linked to the archaeological 
discoveries. I have yet found no record of the original Gaelic names of the Bone Caves. 
100 T.J. Lawson, ‘The 1926-7 excavations of the Creag nan Uamh bone caves, near Inchnadamph, Sutherland’, 
Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland, 111 (1981), 8. 
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been inconclusive on this matter.
101

 The Bone Caves indicate that the landscape of Assynt 

offered a post-glacial refuge for a variety of late arctic fauna, with the remains of several brown 

bears, numerous reindeer, ox, arctic fox, wolves, northern lynx, and arctic lemming having 

been unearthed. 

 

 

          The Bone Caves NC276206 (own photo, April 2019) 

 

Indeed if we peer out from the shelter of the caves, we find ourselves looking across at Beinn 

nan Cnaimhseag (NC274177), behind which nestles the Cnoc Eilid Mhathain (NC278184). 

The grammar here is odd – it seems as though there is a definite article, or even another word 

missing, and eilid is not in the genitive – but this apparently translates as ‘hill of the hind of the 

bear.’
102

 A second bear-name occurs in Allt Mhathain (‘bear burn’, NC153311) at the north end 

of Gleann Leireag. Caledonian bears were prized by the Romans and used at the colloseum, 

 
101 T.J. Lawson, ‘Creag nan Uamh’, Quaternary of Scotland, GCR Volume No. 6 (1993), 2735. 
102 The OSNB have no translation, never mind a story. There is another example of this Early Gaelic form of 
‘hind’ halfway between Clashmore and Raffin at Cnoc na h-Eilde (‘hill of the hind’, NC025314); the other five 
place-names in Assynt with the specific element ‘hind’ use instead agh, although this can also mean ‘heifer.’ 
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and Pictish carvings from the 8-9th centuries depict bears
103

 – it is not impossible that these 

places were named after real animals.
104

 Beinn nan Cnaimhseag is in fact ‘mountain of the 

bearberries’; bearberries being so named in English as they are a favourite snack of bears, 

which would certainly explain why historically bears may have been attracted to this particular 

area. This element is also found in Druim nan Cnaimhseag (‘ridge of the bearberries’, 

NC215148), a few miles south-west on the north side of the Cam Loch (‘crooked loch’, 

NC212136) – the plants still grow at both sites.
105

 Bearberries are rich in phytochemicals and 

have been used in folk medicine across the world for millennia. Next to the beann lies Creag 

na h-Iolaire (‘crag of the eagle’, NC268177), completing our mountain landscape. 

A total of twenty-three different plants are attested by name in Assynt’s place-names, by far the 

most common being another berry-bearing bush, droigheann, meaning ‘bramble’, ‘blackthorn’, 

or more generically ‘thorny plant’. There were in fact two settlements named with this element: 

Droighneach (NC117267), first mentioned in 1681’s disposition as Auchindrean, and named 

as Draighneach in Kenneth Campbell’s list of cleared townships in 1883; and An Droighneach 

(NC087195) - first attested as Drynachmore in 1681, this has been applied since the OS 6 inch 

1st edn. to the woodland behind what is now Achin’s bookshop, half a mile inland of 

Inverkirkaig. These are the locations of two of just nine tetrads containing blackthorn in the 

parish. Blackthorn, or the sloe, is the ancestor of the plum, but was valued more in the past for 

its large, tough spikes, hardy enough to be used as sewing needles. Branches were worked into 

sticks and staffs – it is the traditional wood of the Irish shillelagh.
106

 Brambles are five times 

more common in Assynt, and likely to account for the majority of the other names including 

this element.
107

 Berries would have been a valuable source of nutrients and were also used as 

medicine – there are also three place-names featuring fiadhag (‘blaeberry’), and two with 

dearcag (‘berry’).
108 

 
103 Writing in AD 80, the poet Martial told in graphic detail how a "Caledonian bear" killed a criminal during an 
event held to mark the inauguration of Rome's Colosseum (Spectacles, no.9). See for example the Pictish 
stones at Meigle, Perthshire, or the Drosten Stone at St. Vigeans, Angus. 
104 F. Fraser Darling and J. Morton-Boyd put the extinction date for the bear in Scotland at circa 9th century, in 
The Highlands and Islands (London, 1969), 75. These are the only (probable) ursatoponyms in the country. The 
Ross and Cromarty OSNB has a handful of Mhic Mhathain (‘son of the bear’ – the surname Matheson) names, 
but there is nothing to suggest a missing mac in the Assynt examples. 
105 Evans, Flora, 98. 
106 Martin Howard, in Fi Martynoga (ed.), A Handbook of Scotland’s Trees (Glasgow, 2011), 97. 
107 Evans, Flora, 103. 
108 For example, Blàr nam Fiadhag (‘field of the blaeberries’, NC256205), on the high ground above the Sròn 
Chrubaidh, and Mealll nan Dearcag Beag, (‘rounded hill of the wee berries’, NC198070), at Knockan. See Mary 
Beith’s Healing Threads: Traditional Medicines of the Highlands and Islands (Edinburgh, 1995), 205-6, for the 
various medicinal uses of blaeberries – historically in Sutherland they were believed to dissolve kidney stones.  
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The second most common specific element related to flora is fraoch (‘heather’), which occurs 

in nine place-names, followed by seileach (‘willow’) with six, and feur (‘grass’) with five. Heather 

would not have been as ubiquitous prior to the grazing pressures and extensive muir-burn that 

came along with intensive sheep-farming and sporting estates, and was valued for pasture and 

for making ale.
109

 Willow is of course one of the most useful of plants for weaving baskets and 

creels, and as such is often found near settlements, where it would have been introduced for 

that purpose.
110

 Large areas of grass – feur - are remarkable in a 90,000-acre parish with just 

1,000 acres of arable land.
111

 There is also the example of the coastal settlement of Achmelvich 

(NC059248), ‘field of *Melvich’, the specific element having the same root as Melvich on the 

north coast, near the Caithness border, being the ON mel(r) + vík, ‘bay of bent grass’ - in 

reference to the maram grass that grows on the machair.
112

 Names attesting more unusual 

specific plant elements include: Tòrr nan Cnothan (‘hill/heap of the nuts’, NC102232), which 

the 1681 disposition tells us was a township on the now-wooded brae north of Lochinver; 

Alltan na Fithreach (‘wee burn of the dulse’, NC016317), which meets the sea at a shingle 

beach near Raffin; and Meall Preas a’ Chreamha (‘wee rounded hill of the wild garlic bush), 

near the settlement of Am Pollan in the Cromalt Hills.
113

  

The most common generic elements applying to vegetation illustrate how small pockets of 

viable land were found in the pits and hollows of this fragmentary landscape, often due to 

fucoid beds – layers of silts and muds containing the remains of some of the earth’s earliest life-

forms, which along with the inland limestone and coastal machair account for Assynt’s fertile 

soils.
114

 There are ten examples of lòn (‘marshy meadow’), and intriguingly, a cluster of seven 

names featuring the early generic element innis (‘island’, in the sense of ‘meadow’), all situated 

along the north side of Loch Assynt. Glac, ‘hollow, defile, pass’, appears ten times, and Clais, 

‘furrow, hollow’, six times, the latter often in significant settlements such as Clashmore on the 

Stoer peninsula (clais mòr, ‘great furrow’, NC036313), and the cleared township of Dubh Clais 

(‘dark furrow’, NC122227), to the east of what is now Lochinver. Most productive in Assynt, 

however, is the element poll, which occurs as the principal generic in no less than twenty-five 

 
109 See for example Airigh Fraoich (‘heather shieling’, NC135215), on the road between Glencanisp and Suilven.  
110 Evans, Flora, 92. 
111 J. Henderson, General View of the Agriculture of the County of Sutherland: Drawn Up for the Consideration 
of the Board of Agriculture (London, 1815), 136 – John Home claimed there was twice as much arable land as 
there actually was in his 1774 survey. 
112 The earliest recorded form of this is Auchinamulvich (1592 RMS v no. 2024), showing the missing definite 
article. 
113 Evans, Flora, 173. Incidentally the Latin for wild garlic is allium ursinum, ‘bear’s garlic.’ 
114 McKirdy, The Northern Highlands, 19. 
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names. Like innis, which signifies ‘island’ but can mean an island of grass, i.e., ‘meadow’, the 

meaning of poll appears not necessarily to signify water, but like clais, a ‘hollow’ – see for 

example Poll an Droighinn (‘pool of the bramble/blackthorn’, NC278233) to our north near 

Inchnadamph, or Pollan Beithe (‘wee birch pool’, NC091322).
115 

There are a mere twenty-five specific dendrotoponyms in the entire parish, not counting ex-

nomine constructions.
116

 Unsurprisingly, caorann (‘rowan’) is the most common element with 

eight occurences - rowan trees were believed to protect from evil spirits and it was regarded as 

bad luck to cut them down.
117

 Rowan can grow in thin soils, at high altitudes, seemingly 

sometimes from bare rock, and the majority of Assynt’s caorann place-names are in such 

locations in the moorland interior, suggesting that they were landmarks – see for example the 

Allt Caoruinn (‘rowan burn’, NC189221) which flows north from the western foothills of 

Canisp. Feàrna, ‘alder’, appears in seven place-names. Less widespread than rowan, it grows at 

the side of lochs and burns, which accounts for the three examples of Lochan Fearna (‘wee 

loch of the alder’, NC086310/NC130313/NC127248), and the Alltan Fearna (‘wee alder burn’, 

NC143167) which runs down the south side of Suilven. There are no alders to be found at any 

of these locations now.
118

 Darach, ‘oak’, gives us five place-names, most prominently 

Baddidarach, (bad an daraich, ‘place/clump of the oak’, NC084231), the settlement on the 

north side of Lochinver. Cnoc na Doire Daraich (‘hill of the oak grove’, NC093217) is the hill 

on the other side of the bay on which the Culag Woods are now situated. According to Home 

this hill was ‘covered in short heath’ in 1774; its name suggests that it may have been wooded 

before Home’s maps, and prior to the planting of the Duke of Sutherland’s 1847 poor 

project.
119

 Giuthas, ‘pine’ is evidenced in just three place-names: Sgeir a’ Ghiuthais (‘skerry of 

the pine’, NC121334); Blàr a’ Ghiuthais (‘field of the pine’, NC223091); and Caochan 

Giubhais (‘pine streamlet’, NC246063). A sea skerry is unlikely ever to have had pine growing 

on it – perhaps there was a story. The latter two are in the Cromalt area, where Home depicts 

extensive birch woodland, and so are likely to have stood out as landmarks. Finally, calltuin, 

‘hazel’, occurs just once - despite, or perhaps because of the fact that it is near-ubiquitous in 

Assynt - at the now-treeless Torr a’ Challtuin (‘heap/hill of the hazel’, NC261216) at 

Inchnadamph, where again it must have been unique in the immediate vicinity. Hazel responds 

 
115 Local Gaelic-speaking crofter Angus Mackenzie told me that he understood a poll to be a hollow (email 
message, July 2019). 
116 Meaning a further name constructed from the original dendrotoponym, such as ‘hill of the alder burn’. 
117 F. Marian McNeill, The Silver Bough (Edinburgh, 1989), 77. 
118 Evans, Flora, 81. 
119 Home’s Survey, Map 13. 
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well to coppicing and the branches can be trained, so historically it was a major source of wood 

for tools and house-frames. 

Tree-planting is a contentious issue in Assynt as in much of the Highlands. There is much 

debate locally as to the nature and extent of historical cover, and also as to the management of 

woodland in the future. Robin Noble made an assessment of woodland degeneration based on 

the evidence of Home’s 1774 maps, and found a complex picture, with areas of increase and 

decline due to a variety of factors.
120

 The toponymic evidence would support some of Noble’s 

conclusions, but the subject clearly needs further study, employing more than just one flawed 

estate source. Certainly at the time at which the Gaelic place-names were coined, this was a 

mosaic landscape, with patches of scattered woodland in its most sheltered hollows and 

hillsides, and every stand of trees would have been a valuable resource. Bad, like poll, is one 

one of the defining Assynt generic elements, providing twenty-one place-names, and featuring 

as a secondary element in many more. Bad means ‘place or clump’, and are or were almost 

invariably settlements – presumably each would have had a bad, ‘clump’, even where none now 

exist, trees being almost as essential to survival as the running water from your burn. Bad na h-

Achlaise (‘place/clump of the armpit’, NC122209) is first evidenced as the ‘town’ of 

Badinachlash in the 1681 disposition; Kenneth Campbell confirms to the Napier Commission 

that it was cleared in the 19th century. Unsurprisingly from the name this settlement nestled 

below a crevice in the hills abounding in leafy growth.   

Coille, ‘wood’, occurs as a generic element in just four place-names. Pont’s 1583 map attests 

that there was once a Chayllymoir (coille mòr, ‘great wood’) on the north side of Loch Assynt, 

between Kirkton and Ardvreck Castle; this also appears on Robert Gordon’s circa 1636-52 

map as Chaille mor
121

; and survives in Druim na Coille Mòire (NC249231). There are few trees 

here now; indeed they appear to have been gone by the time of Home’s map of 1774.
122

 

Inbetween these dates the Mackenzies took over the parish and built Calda House nearby, a 

fact which may well be connected to the woodland’s depletion. Car Choille (NC247088) was 

still in 1871 a small wood at the confluence of the Crom Allt and Loch Urigill, of which little 

now remains. The OSNB give the translation as ‘the woody bend’. Coille Preas a' Chreamha 

(‘wood of the bush of wild garlic’, NC218088) lay a couple of miles to the west, just south of 

Blàr a’ Ghiubhais. Again this was gone by Home’s time. Finally, the 1681 source mentions a 

 
120 In T.C. Smout (ed.), Scottish Woodland History (Dalkeith, 1997). 
121 Robert Gordon, ‘[A map of Loch Synn, or, 'Shinn', and], Assyin’. 
122 Home’s Survey, Map 9. 
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settlement called Glaskeil, somewhere in this area. On the OS 6 inch 1st edn. there is a Glas 

Choille just north-west of where we find Cnoc na Glas Choille (‘hill of the grey-green wood’, 

NC277080) on the 2007 Explorer. The modern map has it as a ‘sheepfold’, under what is now 

heavy pine plantation. Of the six occurances of doire, ‘grove’, as a generic element, four gave 

their name to settlements, and the other two were close to areas of settlement. The place-

names evidence seconds Noble’s observation that the most significant deforestation since the 

late medieval period occurred in Assynt’s inland areas, with the woodlands of the coastal 

settlements flourishing by comparison. 

When we take into account zootoponyms we can see other woodland landscapes emerge, 

showing how tree cover formed habitat corridors running along the sheltered folds of rock that 

run diagonally across the parish. Our now-barren Alltan Fearna on Suilven’s south side joins 

the Fionn Loch at the ruins of an anonymous shieling at the west end of the narrow Gleannan 

a’ Mhadaidh (‘wee glen of the wolf’, NC150167). From here an old path follows the Uidh 

Fearna (‘alder ford’, NC150158), where a few trees still cling to the steep banks, to meet the 

Allt nan Damh (‘burn of the stags’, NC153153), just north of Creag nam Fiadh (‘crag of the 

deer’, NC163153). Deer are by far the most widely-attested wild animal in the parish, appearing 

in twenty-eight names. According to the OSA, Assynt was a ‘forest of the ancient Thanes of 

Sutherland’
123

; indeed the deer would no doubt have been a factor in attracting the first 

prehistoric settlers to the region. Five of these names include the word sealg, ‘hunt(ing)’, for 

example Áird na Seilge (‘point of the hunt’, NC175253), a wooded promontory on the south 

side of Loch Assynt close to Eilean Assynt, the alleged site of the ‘fortalice’ granted to Torcail 

Macleod in 1343
124

, that must have served as a hunting ground or perhaps even a deer trap. A 

fascinating example of the latter can be found back in the Cromalt Hills, and is evidenced only 

in the OSA. Fe-na-hard-elig (fèith na h-àird seilge, ‘bog of the point of the hunt’) was, according 

to Rev. Mackenzie, ‘a track of soft boggy moor, to which, in times of old, the natives gathered 

deer, and when entangled, they killed them.’
125

 The exact location is unclear, but as he says it is 

due south from Altnacealgach, an informed guess would position it in the hollow just north of 

 
123 OSA, 191.  
124 OPS, 694. 
125 OSA, 169. Mackenzie also mentions a Te-nahard-elig, which he says ‘signifies a little hill’ with fields 
adjacent; this is not attested anywhere else, but clearly the ‘Te’ is taigh, ‘house’, and I would really like this 
name of what must have been a hunting bothy to be connected in some way with Doir’ a’ Bhothain (‘grove of 
the bothy’, NC273092), which is just over the parish boundary to the east. 
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Sìthean an Fhèidh (‘fairy hill of the deer’, NC246037) and Meall a’ Bhùirich (‘rounded hill of 

the roaring [of stags]’, NC262020), where Crom Allt springs from its many sources in the hills. 

The next most common animal in the toponymic record is the madadh, ‘wolf’
126

, which occurs 

in four place-names, all as one might expect in mountainous areas. As well as Gleannan a’ 

Mhadaidh and its associated loch at the base of Suilven, the Bealach a’ Mhadaidh (‘pass of the 

wolf’, NC298238) sits at the east side of Beinn Uidhe, and two miles south-east of there we find 

Coire a’ Mhadaidh (‘corry of the wolf’, NC306211). The OSA attests that Kor-a-vad-ag-beg and 

Kor-a-vad-ag-more were grazings lost to the parish of Creich in a dispute in 1732
127

, which 

would suggest perhaps that wolves and domesticated ruminants are not quite as irreconcilable 

as some modern sheep farmers might insist.  

The array of wildlife described in historical accounts of the far north-west is reflected in the 

variety of animals attested elsewhere in the parish.
128

 To give just a few examples: Eas an 

Taghain (‘waterfall of the polecat’, NC228067) is close to our Cromalt deer trap; Loch an Tuirc 

(‘loch of the boar’, NC112258 lies a couple of miles north of present-day Lochinver, on an old 

road that led to Oldany on the north coast; and Creagan a’ Chait (‘wee crag of the wildcat’, 

NC219231) overlooks Loch Assynt on the north face of Beinn Garbh. Birds appear in twenty 

names, with iolaire, ‘eagle’, and clamhan, ‘buzzard’, being the most common with four names 

apiece – no surprise to anyone familiar with the area, where one can become quite blasé about 

spotting birds of prey. Sgarbhag (NC054323) is a rock off the coast of Achnacarnin and is given 

in the OSNB as ‘little cormorant’ – I wonder if the diminutive here instead refers to the rock 

itself, or if it is perhaps sgarbhach, given how abounding in cormorants it is to this day. 

 

 
126 Madadh can also mean ‘dog’, but cù is more commonly used to indicate the domesticated variety. 
127 OSA, 163. 
128 See for example, Robert Gordon, in his Genealogical history of the Earldom of Sutherland from its origin to 
the year 1630 (Edinburgh, 1813), who lists: ‘rid deer and roes, wolfs, foxes, wild cats, brocks, squirrels, 
whitrets, weasels, otters, martins, hares and fumerts […] partridges, plovers, caper-caills, black cock, moor 
fowl, heath hen, tarmakins, swans, benters, turtle doves, stears or sterling, lair-fligh or knag, which is a bird 
like a parrot that makes her nest with her bill in the oak tree, duck, drake, widgeon, teal, wild goose, rein 
goose, roe, whicaps, woodcock, lark, sparrows, snipes, black birds or oisles, mavises or thrush, and all other 
wild fowl and birds.’(3). 
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                              A cormorant spreads its wings atop Sgarbhag,, NC054323 (own photo, July 2019) 

 

Local Gaelic-speakers have told me that the unnamed cove opposite (NC054323) is also 

known as Geodha nan Sgarbh, ‘cove of the cormorants.’
129

 Tiny beasts are not forgotten either: 

Rubha na Seilcheig (‘headland of the snail’, NC227113), a mile east of Elphin, makes more 

sense in the OS 6 inch 1st edn. as Raon na Seilcheig, ‘field of the snail’; Loch an Deala (‘loch 

of the leeches’, NC099223) was a small loch on the south side of the road between Lochinver 

and Glencanisp that has now almost entirely gone to bog, and does not even appear on modern 

maps; and Creag nan Creithlin (‘crag of the horseflies’, NC097267), at the south end of Loch 

Crocach, presumably signifies a place to be avoided at all costs. 

In terms of domestic animals, cows are by far the most commonly-attested beast in Assynt. Not 

including shieling names - which will be discussed in Chapter 3 – terms relating to cattle occur 

in twenty-eight place-names. The OSA tells us that in the late 18th century there were 3840 

cows in the parish – 25% more than any other parish of Sutherland.
130

 By just 1808 this number 

had almost halved.
131

 There is evidence that numbers were even higher in the past: Pennant 

claimed in his 1772 trip that Assynt ‘sends out five hundred head of cattle annually’
132

; William 

Mackay’s article, ‘How the Macleods Lost Assynt’, claims that raiding Mackenzies ‘carried off’ 

 
129 Conversation with Angus Mackenzie, July 2019. 
130 OSA, 200. 
131 Henderson, General View, 181. 
132 Pennant, A Tour in Scotland, 367.  
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3000 cattle in 1646, and a further 2400 in 1654.
133

 According to Henderson’s Agricultural 

Survey, Assynt cattle were considered the best of all the Highland breeds
134

 - the angler John 

Hicks claimed in his mid-19th-century travelogue that 'milk has never been tasted in perfection 

by those who have never visited this portion of Britain.'
135

 The number of sheep more than 

doubled in the same period, going from 3840 to 8000.
136

 Sheep were kept pre-Improvement, 

but in smaller flocks of native breeds
137

 and in rougher outfield areas; they account for fourteen 

place-names, such as Cnoc nan Caorach Beaga (‘hill of the wee sheep’, NC102259) west of 

Loch an Tuirc. Equally the semi-feral goats that used to occupy the higher hilltops are 

evidenced in another fourteen names. As Henderson’s survey tells us: 

The Highlands of Sutherland were formerly famous for flocks of goats. Every farmer 

had from 20 to 80 of them wandering in the mountains. They defend themselves from 

the fox, so destructive to sheep. Their flesh served the family for meat during the 

summer months. They made cheese of their milk or mixed it with cowmilk while at 

their shealings for the same purpose. Their skins sold to pedlars at 1s each for the 

southern markets. The spring of 1807 almost annihilated this species in the Highlands 

of Sutherland. Their flocks of goats were infected with the scab and rot and as no 

means were used to cure them very few survived the disease. The red deer pasture with 

goats but they cannot bear sheep.
138

 

According to Henderson, this apparent outbreak of ‘scab and rot’ also saw off a great number 

of the native sheep, conveniently opening the way for the incoming Cheviots, which were ‘more 

docile’ and ‘less wandering.’
139 

The survey also tells us that ‘small horses’ were one of principle exports of the area
140

, and 

horses appear in nine place-names, for example Cnocnaneach (‘hill of the horses’, NC109211), 

 
133 William Mackay, ‘How the Macleods Lost Assynt’, Transactions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, Vol. XVI, 
202. Including horses, sheep and goats, Mackay claims a staggering 10-12,000 beasts were stolen from Assynt 
on each occasion. 
134 Henderson, General View, 102. 
135 John Hicks, Wandering by the Lochs and Streams of Assynt and the North Highlands of Scotland (London, 
1855), 188 - this is a fascinating source that gives much detail of everyday life in the parish, albeit through an 
outsider’s eyes. 
136 Henderson, General View, 189. 
137 According to Henderson’s General View: ‘a small kind of sheep with good wool; some horned, others poled, 
some black, but the greater number white, and some of a grey colour’ (103-4). 
138 Henderson, General View , 106. Interestingly this would suggest that it is not just wolves that influence the 
grazing patterns of deer. 
139 Henderson, General View, 105. 
140 Henderson, General View, 193. 
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a former township at Glencanisp.
141

 The native breed was similar to a Shetland pony, requiring 

a touch more of the wild about them to negotiate Assynt’s tricky terrain, and were greatly 

valued as work-horses. Pigs (muc) and chickens (cearc, ‘hen’/coileach, ‘cock’/spàrdan, ‘roost’) 

account for a further nine names each. Dogs of the domesticated variety (cù, pl.con) appear in 

three names, such as Cnoc a’ Choin Deirg (‘hill of the red dog’, NC135241), at the west end of 

Loch Assynt. 

 

 

Stags grazing at Inchnadamph (own photo, April 2019) 

 

We end our first day then at Inchnadamph, ‘meadow of the stags’ (NC253218), where despite 

the main road and modern developments such as a hotel, hostel and holiday cottages, it is 

more unusual not to see deer. This is a point at which geology, flora and fauna meet, the 

limestone crags around Inchnadamph being interjected by sheets of igneous rock that is 

particularly high in sodium and potassium, providing a possible explanation as to why this area 

 
141 A chance conversation with a local dog-walker revealed that this out-of-the-way spot at the end of a dirt 
track was last inhabited by his Lochinver Primary School teacher just a few decades ago. 
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is so attractive to deer, despite the Coille Mòr being long-gone.
142

 Often in the evening a whole 

herd will come down to graze on the flat ground at the lochside, on what was once the extensive 

glebelands of the Old Parish Church at Kirkton. We may watch for a while, but you will need 

your rest – tomorrow we take the high road.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
142 Elizabeth Fitzpatrick’s work touches on the subject of red deer, mineral licks, and place-names – see for 
example her paper with R. Hennessy, ‘Finn’s Seat: topographies of power and royal marchlands of Gaelic 
polities in medieval Ireland’, Landscape History: Journal of the Society for Landscape Studies 38:2 (2017). 
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Day 2 – Inchnadamph to Gleann Leireag, 
via Beinn Uidhe 

 
We begin day two and our exploration of language contact by taking the track north-east from 

Inchnadamph, following the River Traligill to the point at which it forks with Allt Poll an 

Droighinn (‘burn of Poll an Droighinn’, NC2578218), which is marked by the remains of a 

chambered cairn. Traligill is ON gil, essentially ‘ravine’, or in Cleasby-Vigfusson’s more 

detailed definition as ‘a deep narrow glen with a stream at its bottom’; tral has often been 

interpreted as ON troll. It is not hard to see how this atmospheric river valley, so close to the 

caves, might have acquired such a name. The consistency of the a in early versions, however, 

suggests a greater likelihood that ON þræll, ‘thrall, serf, slave’ provides the specific element.  

 

 

     Gleann Dubh, Traligill River, Conival in the background (own photo, April 2019) 

 

The way south-east down Gleann Dubh (‘dark glen’, NC278208) was once, according to 

Home’s map, known as Camore, or cadha mòr, ‘great (narrow) pass/ravine’, leading as it does 
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up to Bealach Trallgil (‘pass of Trallgil’, NC298195)
143

, from which the route passes over into 

the corries on the south side of Ben More and down into the north end of Glen Oykell – once 

the main route to the south or east. A Geodha Fir Chatta - possibly ‘cove of the (Clan) 

Chatta(n) man’ - marks the south side of the bealach (NC296193). We, however, are taking the 

path to the north, that splits from the main track and carries on up a grassy slope past the Eas 

na Saighe Caime (‘waterfall of the crooked bitch’, NC265222)
144

, the old shielings of Poll an 

Droighinn (‘pool/hollow of the thornbush’, NC278233), and up into the high ground between 

Glas Bheinn (‘grey-green mountain’, NC255265) and Beinn Uidhe (‘ford mountain’, 

NC282252). The latter may be so-called due to the unusual number of burns and streams that 

criss-cross its north face – no matter which path we choose, to the east or west of its summit, we 

will have to traverse a dozen fords along the way. However the Name Books use an alternative 

meaning for uidh and give ‘pass of the journey’ for nearby Bealach na h-Uidhe, an 

interpretation which may also account for the mountain’s name.
145

 This high path was once a 

main route north, and like many of Assynt’s mountain paths there are points at which the wider 

old road emerges.
146

 Often the high path would have been infinitely preferable to negotiate than 

what might appear to be the obvious route across boggy lower ground.  

At Bealach na h-Uidhe (‘pass of the ford/journey’, NC265262) we may take a detour to the 

west to the summit of Glas Bheinn, or we may continue north-east on the path to visit Eas a’ 

Chual Aluinn (‘waterfall of the beautiful tress’, NC282278)
 147

, the highest waterfall in Britain; 

either way will open up the view for us along the length of Loch Glencoul (NC255314), to the 

north-east boundaries of the parish. The eastern border of Assynt here runs not along the 

lochside, but about a mile inland, meaning that the waterfall lay in what was by the time of the 

OSA Lord Reay’s estate
148

, along with Glencoul farm (now bothy). Rev Mackenzie refers to 

Loch Glencoul as Lochunapool, which if accurate may explain the inclusion and positioning 

just north of Glas Bheinn of a L. Imberboll in Pont’s 1583 map, as what is now known as Loch 

Unapool is a small loch slightly inland from what would have been the coastal baile.
149

  

 
143 This spelling discrepancy is as it appears on the 2007 OS map – the 6 inch 1st edn. has Bealach Thrallgil. 
Home incidentally has Trarigil for the river. 
144 The OSNB have, for some reason, ‘Waterfall of the Blind (Crooked) Bits’ (sic). There is also a Loch na Saighe 
Duibhe near Ledbeg at NC 233158, which they give as, ‘loch of the black bitch.’ Sadly there is no story recorded 
for either. 
145 Entry OS1/33/18/255 – sadly they have ‘signification obscure’ for Beinn Uidhe. 
146 In this case, for example, where it passes Poll an Droighinn.  
147 This is a slightly mangled spelling of eas a’ chùil alainn. Pont has instead Ard-a-lynn. 
148 It now belongs to the Duke of Westminster. 
149 At NC226320. Pont has L. Imberbol, represented as about the same size as Loch Ardvar. His map suggests 
that he too may have taken his view from atop Glas Bheinn. Roy (1747) has Loch Lowie for Loch Glencoul – as 
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You may have already noticed how the majority of the names of places we have passed so far 

are straightforwardly Gaelic. Assynt is now within the modern county of Sutherland (ON suðr 

land, ‘southern land’), but historically that name applied only to the lands south of Caithness.
150

 

One only needs to look across the Minch to Lewis or to the north coast of the mainland to find 

a wealth of ON habitative elements such as sætr and bólstaðr.
151

 In Assynt, however, there are a 

mere handful of potentially Norse toponyms, and few obviously applying to settlements.  

The farm of Unapool was a small settlement on the west side of the loch, and has previously 

been mistranslated as ON ‘bólstaðr of Uni’.
152

 Unapool is what Peder Gammeltoft would term a 

‘false bólstaðr’, given that the element usually indicated a smaller part of a larger settlement. 

Gammeltoft gives the ON undir ból, ‘under/below farm’, the ON element ból originally 

meaning ‘a lying place for animals’, rather than necessarily indicating any great arable capacity.
153

  

There is also the possibility that the name could originate in the ON pollr, which can also 

mean ‘pool’ but is also well-attested in Norweigian names in the sense of a 'rounded bay or 

inlet; or the head of a sea-loch, often one with a narrow opening.'
154

 Pont’s 1583 spelling of 

Eunlaboll, and the inclusion of an ‘l’ sound in several early versions opens up the possibility of 

a transcriptive error of ‘n’ for ‘ll’, providing us with another Ullapool.
155

 Arguably this could 

come from the Gaelic ula poll, ‘grassy pool’, but if Norse, it would be one of only two ON 

habitative names in Assynt.   

The other ON settlement name can be found at the opposite end of the parish. Last attested as 

a cleared township by Kenneth Campbell to the Napier Commission in 1883, Drumsurdland 

(NC119219) made way for Glencanisp sheep farm, whose tenant John Scobie built the lodge 

on the north side of the loch. It features on Home’s map, with a ‘farmstead’ depicted, but was 

gone by the time of the OS, and is survived by Druim Suardalain and its eponymous loch. This 

is the Gaelic generic druim, ‘ridge’, attached to an existing ON name of *Surdland. According 

 
the loch is technically over the parish boundary and so not included in the survey, I have no earlier versions 
than this. 
150 Robert Gordon, Genealogical history of the Earldom of Sutherland from its origin to the year 1630. With a 
continuation to the year 1651 (Edinburgh, 1831), 1. Gordon was writing before Assynt even fell to the 
Mackenzies, never mind the house of Sutherland. 
151 These clans were the MacNeacaill, the MacLeods and the Mackenzies, who also held lands in Trotternish 
and across the Minch in Lewis.  
152 See Noble, Ainmean Àite Asainte, for example. 
153 Peter Gammeltoft, The place-name element bólstaðr in the North Atlantic area (Copenhagen, 2001), 270-1, 
315. 
154 Richard Cox, Cox, R., ‘Descendants of Norse bólstaðr?: A re-examination of the lineage of bost & co’, in J. 
Baldwin (ed.), Peoples and Settlement in North-West Ross (Edinburgh), 53. 
155 See Ullebell (1592 RMS v no. 2024), Unlabell (1681 RS RD14 78 429), Alboul (Roy Military Survey, 1747).  
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to Inge Særheim’s research into the element, land can be defined as ‘fields that are suitable for 

farming.’ The appeal of this particular location lies in its unusually large patch of grassy land, 

and in the high-value timber that the pines growing on the loch’s islands suggest may once have 

grown there: ON svörðr, ‘turf’ is likely to supply the specific element. Even in the Scandinavian 

countries land is a very early element, and unlikely to have been coined after 1000AD. 

Særheim also tells us that land-names indicate settlements of secondary status, usually 

positioned inland and on higher ground
156

, which again suits this location. If this were the case, 

with no other ON habitative generics in Assynt’s toponymic record, where might we have 

found a primary settlement? 

 

 

Loch Druim Suardalain, NC113217, Suilven in the background (own photo, July 2019) 

 

In Ian Fraser’s study of the Norse place-names of the far north-west, focusing on the Kyle of 

Tongue and Wester Ross, he found a handful of habitative generics in the more northerly 

 
156 Inge Særheim, ‘Settlement names of two milleniums. The dating of the land-names and the semantics of 
the ending -land’, in Northern Studies Vol. 36, 2001, 91-107. 
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location, and close to none in Wester Ross. As he says some commentators have interpreted 

this as evidence of only temporary or seasonal settlement for the exploitation of natural 

resources
157

, but as Barbara Crawford has pointed out, many early farms in fact had 

topographical names.
158

 Furthermore, it may be that in an area in which the topography limits 

the nature of any settlement, the available resources would have determined location’s value 

and therefore potentially its name.  

 

 

Home’s depiction of the Old Man of Stoer, then known as the bod, ‘penis’ (Map no. 2) 

 

The earliest-record I have yet found of any place-name in Assynt occurs in The Orkneyinga 

Saga, in which Svein Asleifsson’s ships sail past Staurr/Stauri.
 159

 Usually translated as Point of 

Stoer, staurr means ‘stake’, and is therefore more likely to refer to the sea stack now known as 

the Old Man of Stoer. This name has come to be applied to the entire headland, or Rubha 

Stoer (NC022323), and the settlement on its south-west side. Turning the map upside down 

and imagining that we are sailing south, it is clear that Rubha Stoer is the first significant 

headland we encounter protruding from Scotland’s west coast, and would have been a major 

navigational landmark. Indeed it is at this point that Svein tells his men to down oars and hoist 

the sails to let the wind – and possibly the currents - pick them up. Robin Noble expresses 

puzzlement that the township of Stoer is located several miles from the Old Man himself, but if 

this was a Norse settlement, it would agree with Crawford’s assertion concerning early 

 
157 Ian Fraser, ‘Norse settlement on the north-west seaboard’, in John Baldwin (ed.), Peoples and Settlement in 
North-West Ross (Edinburgh, 1994), 92. 
158 Barbara Crawford, Scandinavian Scotland: Scotland in the Early Middle Ages (Leicester, 1987), 111. 
159 H. Pálsson, and P. Edwards, (transl.), Orkneyinga Saga: The History of the Earls of Orkney (London, 1981), 
chapter 94. 
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topographical names, and would have been perfectly positioned between the extensive 

farmlands of Clashmore and Clachtoll, and right at the sheltered Bay of Stoer. There is a also 

small, unremarkable hill just north of the township called Beinn an Fhreiceadain (‘mountain of 

the watch/guard’ NC044291), that takes a mere ten minutes to scale but affords an 

extraordinary, uninterrupted view from Handa Island in the north, across the Minch, and as far 

as Torridon in the south – it is hard to think of a more strategic location.
160

 

 

 

  A view to Clachtoll from Beinn an Fhreiceadain, NC044291 (own photo, July 2019) 

 

The majority of Assynt’s other ON place-names occur, as one might expect, along the coast. 

The island of Soyea, sauðr + ey (NC046220), is a ‘sheep-island’, well-attested throughout the 

Hebrides. The OSA tells us it was is 1795 a pendicle of Lochinver farm, lying a couple of miles 

west off the coast. Lambs and kids were still sent there to be speaned, and cows thereafter for 

 
160 There is also the matter in this area of the name Aydall, which appears as a ‘town’ in the 1681 disposition, 
listed between Clachtoll and Clais nan Cruineachd. It could be that Loch an Aigeil (‘loch of the abyss/pool’, 
NC041281), a freshwater loch located at the head of Stoer Green, was named after this now-lost settlement, 
which could potentially derive from the ON dalr, ‘dale’.  
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wintering.
161

 Further north we have the island of Oldany. Although clearly another ey, there are 

several ON words that could provide the specific element. Phonetically it is very similar to the 

English Channel island of Alderney, another name of Norse origin that no-one seems to have 

settled on a meaning for. According to the OSA, Oldany was used as summer pasture for milch 

cows, and after an autumn fallow period the cattle were over-wintered there. A now-extinct 

breed of cattle called Alderneys originated on the channel island.
162

 This potentially suggests 

that the specific element for both islands is ON ali-dyr, meaning ‘a domestic animal (especially 

cattle).’
163 

 

 

      Illustration of Oldany, from Home’s Map no. 1 

 

Assynt’s prominent islebergs would have been invaluable navigational aids, with Suilven in 

particular standing out clearly even from across the Minch. The currently-accepted 

interpretation is ‘pillar mountain’, coming from the ON súla, ‘pillar’, with the Gaelic -bheinn 

(from beann) either transposed for the ON fjall, ‘mountain’, or added at a later date.
164

 It is 

tempting to assume that its neighbour Canisp (NC204187), with its striking quartzite cap, must 

derive from the OG can, ‘white’, but that second syllable is difficult to reconcile with Gaelic. 

 
161 OSA, 178. 
162 Which, incidentally, were famed for their dairy produce: ‘The Alderney ranks as the best butter cow in the 
world, whilst its abundant yield of milk, rich in cream, is phenomenal’ – F.T. Barton, Cattle, Sheep and Pigs: 
Their Practical Breeding and Keeping (New York, 1912), p. 21.  
163 A third possible ey, Eilean Chrona, lies just to the west of Oldany, but I have been unable to determine a 
meaning either Norse or Gaelic.  
164 See also the example of Blaven, Skye -  Richard A.V. Cox, ‘Goatfell, Gaoitbheinn, Gaoth Bheinn’, Scottish 
Gaelic Studies XXV (2009), 303–29. 
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Mackay and others plump for an ON translation of kennu ups, signifying ‘well-known 

roof/eaves(shaped-mountain)’
165

; whilst the generic element is appealing, Canisp’s peak closely 

resembling the shape of the roof of a typical Viking house, the proposed specific is perhaps less 

convincing. Given the location of Canisp close to the Norse settlement at Drumsurdland, 

however, an ON interpretation is not unlikely.
166

 The earliest recorded version, Canespie, from 

1681, potentially gives us another syllable to consider - in which case I would like to venture a 

new suggestion of ON kambsnípa, ‘point/tip of the comb/ridge’, which would certainly reflect 

its appearance.
167

 At the southern extent of the parish’s coastline we have Inverkirkaig (‘river 

mouth of Kirkaig’, NC078198), with the specific element historically having interpreted as ON 

kirkju vík, ‘church bay.’ This is, however, by no means undisputed, and will be further 

discussed in Chapter 4.  

 

 

      Canisp, NC204187, from the summit of Suilven (own photo, May 2016) 

 

 
165 Mackay, Sutherland Place-names: Assynt, 111. 
166 (1681 RS RD14 78 429) potentially gives us another syllable to consider. 
167 Many thanks to Oddgeir Eysteinsson, who was kind enough to have a long, hard think about this for me.  
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Our only other potential ON place-names occur inland, back in the limestone valley. We have 

already considered the names connected with Traligill; Loch Urigill, east of Elphin, seems to 

come from a similar root, although as Mackay points out, there is nothing you could credibly 

call a gil or ravine nearby. He gives the suggestion of the Gaelic word uireallach, ‘precipice’, 

which seems just as unlikely in this relatively flat area. There can be little doubt, however, of the 

meaning of the now-defunct settlements of Calda Mòr and Calda Beg (NC244234/ 

NC244235)
168

, deriving from the ON kelda, ‘spring/well.’ Situated on the north side of Loch 

Assynt, both are next to prominent springs, the name surviving as the now-ruined Calda House 

(the big kelda being situated at its east side), and the farm of Eadar a’ Chalda (‘between the 

keldas/springs’, NC243237). The 1993 discovery of fragments of an unusual, Scandinavian-

style early historic cross at the churchyard of the Old Parish Church at Inchnadamph would 

further support the hypothesis of a Norse settlement in this area.
169

 

In fact, it may well be that this settlement was the place originally named Assynt. On our first 

day we discussed the stories that had been conjured to explain the meaning of Assynt as a name 

for the parish.
170

 However, in a similar dynamic to that of Stoer, in which a topographic feature 

became the name of a settlement, with the name then being applied to the wider headland, it 

may be that the parish name of Assynt was formerly the name of a settlement here on the 

prime land in the vicinity of Achmore farm and Ardvreck Castle, which was named after a 

topographic feature nearby. The áss endi or ‘ridge end’ then, would perhaps have been 

Quinag’s Spidean Còinich (NC207277, ‘mossy pinnacle’), the last peak on the mountain’s ‘big 

side’ before it drops back within 100 metres of sea level at Loch Assynt.
171

 If áss endi was the 

name Norse settlers gave to their settlement in the shadow of that peak, that would explain the 

name of the loch, and also of Little Assynt, the breakaway settlement a few miles to the west. In 

an age of sea travel, its position was ideal – it was secure from attack from the west, the River 

Inver being impassable by boat, and their own ships could be harboured over the hill at the 

south end of sheltered Loch Glencoul, close to Unapool, and only a hop, skip and a jump 

away from the main settlement – in Assynt terms, anyway.  

 
168 The first is attested by Pont in 1583 as Caldarr Mòr, the second as Caldybeg in the 1681 disposition. Both 
are listed in Kenneth Campbell’s 1883 list of cleared townships. 
169 John Barber, Assynt’s Hidden Lives, 20. 
170 See pages 24-26. 
171 With many thanks to Ruaraidh MacIlleathain for this suggestion. 
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Quinag, from the Ardroe path – Spidean Còinich, potentially the original áss endi, is the highest point on the right (own photo, August 

2020) 

 

There are also clues as to Norse interaction in the Gaelic toponymic record, in folklore and in 

the sagas. From our current viewpoint we can see as far as the northern extent of Loch Glencoul, 

where it meets Loch Glendhu (‘loch of Glendhu’, NC265335, gleann dubh meaning ‘dark glen’ 

- although Roy gives us simply Loch Dow, ‘dark loch’). This is what the 17th-century Icelandic 

historian Thormod Torfæus refers to as Myrhvafiordum, or the Orkneyinga Saga calls 

Myrkvifjörd, ‘murky fjord’, the location of a battle in which the pirate Svein Asleifsson injures 

Somerled, ‘thane of Argyll’, and slays a mysterious character called ‘Odranus Gillius’
172

, described 

as ‘born of reputable parents, but exceeding fierce.’
173

 Sailing though the 130m-wide Caolas 

 
172 Presumably Gille Odhrain, ‘follower of [St.]Oran’. 
173 Thormod Torfæus, T., Ancient History of Orkney, Caithness, & the North (Cambridge, MA., 1866), 158; H. 
Pálsson and P. Edwards, (transl.), Orkneyinga Saga: The History of the Earls of Orkney (London, 1981), 209. 
Some translations give this as the Firth of Forth, as confusingly it is also referred to in Orkneyinga as 
Myrkvifjord, but in this episode Svein and his men set off for the west coast of Scotland. Torfæus: ‘This firth 
runs up far into the land, and at the remotest part of it, is surrounded with high black rocks, which by their 
shadow, make the firth appear black and horrid. The town is called Glen Du, sometimes Glen na Cloche Du. It is 
a most rugged and rueful sort of place, like the haunt of a pyrate.’ 
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Cumhang (‘narrow straight’, NC226337 – the source of the name Kylesku), we would reach Loch 

a’ Chàirn Bhàin (‘loch of the white cairn’, NC215335), on the south shore of which can be found 

the harbour, Port an t-Suainaich (‘port of the Swede’, NC205328). According to Miss Dempster’s 

1888 article, ‘The Folk-Lore of Sutherlandshire’, this is where a Swedish prince also called Sweno 

(Svein) met a violent end. Although pre-warned against harbouring at ‘Pol-Gawn’ (Poll a’ 

Ghamhna, ‘pool of the steer/stirk’, NC208327), he accidentally finds himself there, and is killed 

in the subsequent raid on his ship by ‘the men of the Isles and of Assynt’. His heart is buried at 

Port an t-Suainaich, and a year later his murderer, encountering the Prince’s ghostly apparition 

on the water, is killed in revenge.
174

 There is another version of this story, involving a 17th-century 

Swedish ship, but as there is no historical record of this event it is likely to have been a more 

contemporary elaboration of the same tale.
175

 

 

 

           Port an t-Suainaich, NC205328), Eilean a’  Ghamhna just beyond the boat (own photo, July 2019) 

 
174 Miss Dempster, ‘The Folk-Lore of Sutherlandshire’, The Folklore Journal, Vol 6, No.4, 1888. She gives no first 
name but Miss Dempster was part of the Sutherland land-owning family of Dempster of Skibo, and according 
to her accounts, personally collected folklore – and in Gaelic. Interestingly she gives an alternative name of 
Pol-darrachgawn for Poll a’ Ghamhna, darach meaning oak – this is situated in what is still one of the most 
heavily-wooded areas of Assynt. She also spells Port an Suainaich as Porst an Stuvanaig.  
175 John Mackay, ‘The Swedish Prince: A Reay Country Tradition’, The Celtic Monthly, Vol. 1 (1893), 154-156. 
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There is also the matter in Assynt of an unusual number of close-compounds - names in which 

the specific element precedes the generic. In modern Gaelic as a rule the generic comes first, but 

in these close compounds it follows the adjective or qualifying noun. This structure is thought to 

have been influenced by Norse or Irish grammatical structure, as Peter Drummond explains in 

his article on close compounds in Islay and Jura.
176

 Some of Assynt’s examples are commonly 

attested – for example, Glas Bheinn, of which there are several in Scotland – but others are more 

unusual: there is the previously discussed possibility of Clachtoll, with a parallel in Clach Airigh; 

there is a Mòr Eilean (‘great island’, NC105345) to the east of Oldany; a Feur Loch (‘grass loch’, 

NC270136) halfway along the Ledbeg river towards Glen Oykel; and also several examples 

involving dubh, ‘black/dark’ as the specific - for example Duart (dubh àrd, ‘dark point’, 

NC133333), at one time a township at the north end of Loch Nedd.
177

 

The toponymic evidence therefore seems to point towards early Norse settlement, which was 

short-lived or abortive, or in which the Norse settlers became unusually well-assimilated into 

the native culture compared to surrounding areas, or were perhaps even replaced - hence the 

Gaelicisation of their place-names. Andrew Jennings points out that several 12th century 

sources make clear a distinction between a south and north Argyll, or as it would have been in 

Middle Irish, Airer Gáidel – ‘coast/shore/border of the Gael’. North Argyll at this point 

extended to Wester Ross and did not include Kintail or the Hebrides, which were conquered 

by King Magnus of Norway in the 11th century. As Jennings puts it, ‘Argyll could thus refer to 

that part of the kingdom of Dál Riata where a surviving native Gaelic population remained.’ He 

parallels this with a name that appears in the Norse sagas, Skotlandsfirðir (‘Scotland’s fjords’), 

which he suggests was not a place-name as such but an equivalent ON appellative to Argyll 

which described the territory that remained Scottish.
178

 It is striking from Orkneyinga how 

despite marauding all over Caithness, East Sutherland and the Isles, they never seem to venture 

west of Oykel Bridge on the mainland. Unlike in much of the territory conquered by the 

Norse, on the west coast there was a rugged hinterland into which the natives could escape. 

The local folkloric tradition additionally claims that the Vikings burned the forests in order to 

prevent attack from the resident population.
179

 Perhaps dominating this area was just too much 

 
176 Peter Drummond, ‘Close Compound Mountain Toponyms in Islay and Jura’, in J. Derrick McClure et al (eds), 
A Land That Lies Westward: Language and Culture in Islay and Argyll (Edinburgh, 2009), 48-61. 
177 Both mòr and colour adjectives can also preceed the generic in ordinary Gaelic, however. 
178 Andrew Jennings, ‘Three Scottish Coastal Names of Note: Earra-Ghàidheal, Satíriseið, and Skotlandsfirðir’, in 
D. Worthington.(ed.), The New Coastal History (London, 2017), 121. 
179 Widely-cited –  for example in the OSA, 191. In folk tales the witch Dubh A'Ghiubhais is sent by the ‘king of 
Lochlann’ to burn Scotland’s forests out of envy - see Alan Bruford’s Scottish Traditional Tales (Edinburgh, 
1994), 53. 
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of a logistical challenge, and as such it was not included in the lands ceded to Magnus by King 

Edgar of Scotland.  

There has been suggestion that the maintenance of navigational beacons may have been part of 

the agreement, and there is some evidence in Assynt to support this theory. The MacNeacaill 

clan, the first attested chiefs of the parish, included in their coat of arms a tantalisingly-sugar-

loaf-shaped burning mountain; this heraldry was later stolen from them, along with their lands, 

by the Macleods of Lewis.
180

 I have already mentioned Beinn an Fhreiceadain, whose view 

extends as far inland as it does to the sea. There is also the Gaelic tradition that Suilven is in 

fact sùil bheinn
181

, ‘eye mountain’ – even if this were not the original meaning, perhaps the 

mountain’s function at the time informed this designation. There could be few more 

prominent hills on which to light a beacon.
182 

 

 

Mid-15th-century Macneacaill coat of arms, clanmacnicol.org 

 

On the south side of Suilven, Assynt meets Coigach, the border marked by the River Kirkaig 

and the Fionn Loch to its east. The OSA tells us that Assynt was historically divided into four 

davochs: Ard-Assint - which we traversed yesterday in Chapter 1 - from Knockan to Skiag 

 
180 Aonghas Maccoinnich, Plantation and Civility in the North Atlantic World: The case of the Northern 
Hebrides, 1570-1639 (2015, Leiden), 42. 
181 See Mackay, Sutherland Place-names: Assynt, 111, et al -in that case Suilven would supply another, highly 
unusual, Gaelic close compound name. 
182 Although as Maccoinnich says, there is yet no archaeological evidence for beacons, Chapter 69 of 
Orkneyinga describes how it worked: ‘When the beacon on Fair Isle was seen to be alight, Thorstein Rognuson 
had the beacon lit on North Ronaldsay, and so one after another was lit thoughout the islands.’ 
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Bridge, just past Ardvreck Castle; Ed-ra-isk (eadar dà uisge, ‘between two waters’), the coastal 

area between the Kirkaig and the River Inver, including hill pastures towards Suilven and 

Canisp; Row-store, being Rubha Stoer, from the Inver to Clashnessie, with hill pastures inland 

in an area known as Me-an-Assint (meadhan Assynt, ‘middle Assynt’); and Slish-a-chilish (slios 

a’ chaolais, ‘side of the kyle/straight’), which encompassed the land between Clashnessie and 

Ullpool, whose grazings comprised of the northern part of Me-an-Assint.
183

 Coigach, ‘fifth’, 

could potentially be so named as it was once the fifth davoch of Assynt. Some of the earliest 

maps have versions of Assynshire, starting anywhere north of Kintail
184

; indeed Blaeu’s 1654 

Atlas of Scotland seems to be the first map that includes Coygach as a separate entity. However 

in ‘At the Back of the Great Rock’ John Baldwin tells us that Coigach itself was itself 

subdivided into four davochs. Coigach was certainly, however, part of MacNeacaill territory 

along with Assynt, Although they were another clan with mixed Gaelic and Scandinavian 

heritage
185

, it seems as though their loyalties came to lie with the Earls of Ross to the south.
186

 

This somewhat problematises Arne Kruse’s assertion that the north-west could be divided into 

‘two cultural zones’: one comprising of Argyll and the Inner Hebrides, with links to Ireland, the 

other incorporating all lands north of Ardamurchan, Skye and the Outer Isles, with cultural 

links to the Northern Isles and Pictland.187 The case of Assynt would suggest that the reality was 

considerably more complicated. 

 
183 These names only appear in the OSA. 
184 Mercator’s Scotia Regnum (1595), Speed’s Kingdome of Scotland (1610), and Blaeu’s Scotia Regnum (1635). 
185 W.D.H. Sellar and A. Maclean, The Highland Clan MacNeacail: A History of the Nicolsons of Scorrybreac 
(Lochbay, 1999), 4-5. The OSA also tells the story of how MacNeacaill – who already held Coigach and was 
stationed in Ullapool at the time - was granted Assynt by the thane of Sutherland, after helping recover his 
rustled cattle (190). 
186 John Baldwin, ‘At the Back of the Great Rock: Crofting and Settlement in Coigach, Lochbroom’, in Peoples 
and Settlement in North-West Ross (Edinburgh, 1994), 291. Although traditionally Ross’ powers stopped at 
Oykel Bridge, records of western expansion in the 13th and 14th centuries saw Trotternish within their 
domain. This was the MacNeacaill heart-land, and is is possible they functioned as agents of the earls of Ross 
in opposition to the Lords of the Isles (email from David Cochran-Yu, August 2019). 
 There are a smattering of ethnonyms in Assynt, although nothing out of the ordinary. A Cnoc an 
t’Sasunnich (sic, NC193088) marks the southern border at Knockan – the meaning given by the OSNB is ‘the 
Englishman’s Knoll’, and according to Ailig Morgan’s study of ethnonyms most likely would recall a dramatic 
incident involving a soldier. This hill overlooks Fèith a’ Chatanaich (‘bog of the Catannach’, NC188095), which 
like the aforementioned Geodha Fir Chatta is located at a borderland. Sgeir nan Gall (‘skerry of the foreigner’, 
NC084356), lies, perhaps unsurprisingly, off the north coast of Oldany island – interestingly the only other 
examples of this name occur in Argyll. Creag Eironnach (NC141316) near Nedd is revealed by the OS 6 inch 1st 
edition to be Creag Fheuranach, ‘crag of the grassy field’. See Morgan, ‘Ethnonyms in the place-names ¬of 
Scotland and the Border counties of England’ (PhD thesis, University of St. Andrews, 2013). 
187Arne Kruse, 2004. ‘Norse Topographical Settlement Names’, Adams, J. & Holman, K. (eds.), Scandinavia and 
Europe 800-1350: Contact, Conflict, and Coexistence (Turnhout, 2009), 2. 
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We shall now descend from our viewpoint in a north-westerly direction, which will allow us to 

bring things back to a more human scale, and to consider Assynt’s anthropotoponyms. 

Whether we chose to climb the hill or visit the waterfall, our path will meet a fork at Poll 

Amhluidh (NC273275), which the OSNB gives as the ‘hollow of confusion’, but more likely 

refers to the name Amhlaidh, a form of the Norse Óláfr, which was adopted into Gaelic, giving 

us the modern surname MacAulay – a clan who had branches in Lewis and Lochbroom. In the 

far distance, the bay which still houses the now-rotting Kylesku ferry-boat is now known as 

Camas na Cuscaig (camas na còsaig, ‘bay of the wee crevice’, NC231336), but the OSA informs 

us it was once called Cambus-vic-Hustan, ‘bay of the son of Ùisteann’ - this was a traditional 

name among the Macleods of Assynt deriving from the Norse Eysteinn, although no story 

survives connected with this location. Similarly, a few miles along this coast lies Assynt’s most 

north-westerly settlement, Kerracher (NC178348), which the OSA tells us is Cambus-vic-ker-

chir, or camas Mhic Fhearchair, ‘bay of Farquhar’s son’ – it is tempting to link this with the 

story of Fearchar Lighiche, a physician and healer who was apparently gifted the islands of the 

west coast from Stoer to Armadale by Robert II in 1386.
188

 Interestingly, there is also an 

anomalous Cnoc Frith Dhughaill (NC099191), ‘hill of Dughall’s deer forest’, less than two 

miles inland from Inverkirkaig. 

After passing what are known by fishermen as the Corrie Lochs on the north side of Glas 

Bheinn, we will drop down the rocky path to Loch na Gainmhich (‘sandy loch’, NC245288), 

where we will cross a rather hair-raising ford over Allt Chrànaidh (‘winding burn’, NC236297), 

at the top of the Wailing Widows falls (NC243293) – once one of Assynt’s best-kept secrets, 

now an essential photo opportunity for passing tourists. It is said that a poacher hunting deer by 

cover of darkness fell to his death here, causing his grieving widow to throw herself from the 

top.
189

 Although there is no attestation of the original Gaelic name, the story fits the pattern 

identified by Sofia Evemalm of feminine anthropotoponyms being associated with tales of 

drowning and death.
190

 There are but a handful of women attested in Assynt’s place-names, with 

most being denied a name. Instead generalised terms are used: there are three toponyms 

including cailleach, ‘old woman/hag’, such as Cnoc Cailleach Iain (NC134303) near Nedd - a 

tòrr in the OS 6 inch 1st edition - which the OSNB gives rather indelicately as ‘knoll of John’s 

 
188 See Mary Beith, ‘Fearchar Lighiche and the Traditional Medicines of the North’, in John Baldwin's Province 
of Strathnaver (Edinburgh, 2000), 101-115. 
189 Conversation with Dave McBain of Historic Assynt, May 2017. 
190 Sofia Evemalm, ‘Theory and practice in the coining and transmission of place-names: a study of the Norse 
and Gaelic anthropo-toponyms of Lewis’ (PhD thesis, University of Glasgow, 2018), 53. 
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old wife’. The Maiden Loch (NC052266), just south of Clachtoll, is given by Roy in 1747 as 

Loch na Ninan, with the generic presumably being nighean, whereas the 1871 OS 6 inch 1st 

edition has Loch na h-Irinne, using instead the generic irinn, both meaning 

‘maiden/daughter/lass.’ 

 

 

The Wailing Widow Falls (own photo, April 2019) 

 

You may by this point be pleased to hear that our route now rejoins the road, and goes 

downhill all the way from here. When we reach Skiag Bridge (which crosses Allt Sgiathaig, the 

burn likely named after the wing-shaped Creag nearby – the specific element for all being 

sgiathaig, ‘winged’ - NC234244)
191

, we will turn west, and walk the final few miles towards Little 

Assynt. Here lies a Lochan MhicLeòid (‘MacLeod’s wee loch’, NC149254), and a couple of 

 
191 The OS 6 inch 1st edition gives the nearby burn as Allt Sgiathaig, which the OSNB translates as ‘winged.’ It 
may instead be named after hawthorn – this is one of only eleven areas in the parish in which it is found, with 
some very old trees on the crags, according to Flora of Assynt, 109.  
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miles to the north, Innis Thorcaill (‘Torquil’s meadow’, NC157283), a popular MacLeoid 

name. As Evemalm’s research shows, anthropotoponyms have been assumed to signify 

ownership, but were in fact coined for a variety of reasons, most commonly to commemorate a 

person or event.
192

  Allt Leum Neill (‘burn of Neil’s leap’, NC228289), on the east side of 

Quinag’s Sail Gharbh, and Allt Mhic Mhurchaidh Ghèir (‘burn of sharp Murdo’s son’, 

NC244160) are two examples that suggest there was a story; sadly these are no longer attested.
193

 

 

 

                Doire Beathaig, NC148257 (own photo, April 2019) 

 

It is at Little Assynt we find the only anthropotoponym in the parish that grants a woman a 

name: Doire Beathaig (‘grove of Beth/Sophia’, NC148257), which although stripped clean by 

the time of the OS 6 inch 1st edition, is now part of the Little Assynt Tree Nursery’s replanting 

scheme, and looks healthier every year. There is the possibility that this little wood was named 

for St. Bethoc, 13th century prioress of Iona – but we will discuss matters of belief on day four 

of our tour. For now, having bypassed the lochside campers of the NC500 at Ardvreck Castle 

 
192 Evemalm, ‘Theory and Practice’, 267-268. 
193 For more great leaps, see Coinneach Maclean, ‘Leaps of the Imagination: the leap tradition in Scotland’, 
Journal of Scottish Name Studies 11, 37-54. 
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(which is haunted, anyway), we will pass through an unmarked gate near the house now called 

Tumore (taobh mòr, ‘great/big side’, NC267183)
194

, and onto the old road that takes us up and 

through Gleann Leireag (NC177303), stopping to camp on the grassy former pasture, once a 

wintering for cattle.  Tomorrow we will pass under the shadow of the mighty Quinag, to emerge 

at the sea.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
194 The original Tumore was slightly further uphill, where there is an old sheep fank. The modern lochside road 
is much closer to the water than the old road as shown on Home’s map (No. 8). There was also a (Easter & 
Wester) Tubeg, or taobh beag, on the opposite side of the loch. 
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Day 3 – Gleann Leireag to Clachtoll 

 
Today we will trace the movements of people and animals across the landscape, and will begin 

our walk by following the path that climbs above Tumore to Gleann Leireag, where we will 

again see sections of old road appear through the overgrown heather. It is thought locally that 

the name derives from làirig - like the Cairngorm’s famous Làirig Ghru - meaning ‘glen of the 

pass’ - although on the OS map this may look like a route straight into the mountain wilds, it is 

in fact a surprisingly quick and relatively undemanding way to travel from Loch Assynt to the 

sea coast, with the path further north branching off to Ardvar and to Nedd.
195

 It is possible, 

however, that Gleann Leireag instead comes from learg, ‘plain, slope’, given the overlap in 

meaning between the two words. As we ascend closer and closer to perhaps the most dramatic 

face of what Alan Macrae called ‘proud Quinag, fairest of them all’
196

, we will feel as if we are 

creeping below the parapets of a giant’s castle. We reach the highest point at Bealach Leireag 

(‘pass of Leireag’, NC193281), and find ourselves looking down on a remarkably green and 

sheltered glen. 

The path descends towards Loch an Leothaid (‘loch of the slope’, NC173298), passing through 

a small steep-sided valley to reach a small green hollow behind which an unnamed burn flows 

through a little scrub-lined crevice. The last time this place appeared on any map was as Auch-

an-loith (NC183296), ‘a bonny sheeling’ on Home’s 1774 map of Glenleraig and Ardvar farms 

(no. 6). The name in Gaelic is achadh an leothaid/leathaid, ‘field of the slope’, Leathad 

Leireag, ‘Leireag slope’, lying just to the north-east.  

This shieling is one of thirteen Home attaches to the settlement of Glenleraig, the extensive 

ruins of which can be found at the northern end of the glen (NC153314). As we have already 

seen, arable land has always been scarce in the far north-west – here folk lived instead by their 

animals. Henderson describes the old system in his 1815 survey: 

Before the introduction of sheep-farming into this county, the tenants of the straths had 

their grazings, called shealings, in the remote parts, near the sources of the rivers and 

 
195 Angus Mackenzie told me that he understands the specific element here as làirig. 
196 Allan Macrae, quoted by Napier, The Assynt Crofter, 228. 
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          Auch-an-loith, NC183296 (own photo, April 2019) 

 

brooks. Every town-land, davoch (ten-penny land) and even each farm had distinct 

shealings (called in Gaelic arie). About the start of April a keeper (called a poindler) 

was hired preserve the grass of these shealings, and drive off pound any straggling cattle 

that might trespass on preserved grounds. About the middle of June, when the crop was 

sown and the peats out for winter fuel, a part of the family removed with the milk cows 

and goats to the shealing, an old hut being previously repaired or a new one 

constructed, having an apartment the people to eat and sleep in and another for the 

milk: each of the apartments are about twelve feet square. Perhaps there may be 

another room, or small fold, for the calves to keep them from the cows until milking 

time. Here they lived in great simplicity on produce of the dairy and some oatmeal, 

contented, healthy, athletic and cheerful: this is the season for singing and dancing on 

the green: the women, while milking the cows, sing a certain plaintive air of which cows 

seem very fond, similar to the Ran de Vache in Switzerland. The men occasionally 

return to homestead to collect their peats, weed their potatoes etc., and to see that the 

pasture is well preserved for the return of the mistress of the house with cows from the 

shealing. They return about the beginning of August, leaving their horses and yell cattle 
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pasture on the shoaling during the remainder of the season, even till Christmas or until 

the stormy snow drive them to the homesteading, where they barely subsist on a little 

straw or hay until the ensuing summer.
197

 

Home’s 1774 survey identified many dozens of shielings in the period before sheep-farming 

transformed the landscape, but he is clearly more interested in recording their acreage than 

their names, with only a handful given. In the toponymic record there are just ten names in 

Assynt containing the primary generic element of àirigh, ‘shieling’, such as Airigh na Beinne 

(‘shieling of the mountain’, NC216304) on the north side of Quinag. Quinag is, in Gaelic, a’ 

chuinneag, ‘the milk pail’. This has rather simplistically been interpreted as relating to its 

appearance, but I would instead posit that it perhaps signifies the mountain’s function, similarly 

to Argyll’s Beinn Ìme (‘butter mountain’), and more locally Coigach’s Cùl Mòr and Cùl Beag - 

which Watson suggests are not cùl, ‘back’, but cuthaill, ‘(cow) pen/fold-fell’.
198

 The sheltered, 

steep-sided corrie behind Airigh na Beinne is additionally called Bathaich Cuinneige, or the 

‘byre of Quinag’, which Home describes as ‘the great Flat called the Byre of Quinack which 

makes a large Summer Sheeling’
199

- both Cùl Mòr and Cùl Beag are of a similarly-shaped 

formation.  

More common in Assynt is the generic element ruigh, ‘slope’ - coming from the Gaelic word 

for the inner part of your forearm between the wrist and elbow - with eighteen examples, such 

as Ruigh Dorch (‘dark slope’, NC162307), up towards the Glenleraig township.
200

 Six names out 

of this total fall into disuse by the time of the 1871 OS 6 inch 1st edition, which suggests that a 

ruigh might have had a purpose specifically to do with the pasture of cattle, for which there was 

less demand post-Improvement. Their predominantly hillier aspects might have suited them 

more to pasturing beef cattle, who have lower nutritional needs than those kept for milk. Ryan 

Foster’s work on the ON shieling generic elements ærgi and sætr shows a distinction between 

the two terms, with ærgi, deriving from the Irish áirge, pertaining more to dairy cattle, and sætr 

to general pasture. It is possible that ruigh was Assynt’s Gaelic equivalent of the latter term.
201 

 

 
197 Henderson, General View, 79-80. 
198 Watson, PNRC, 262. 
199 Home, in R.J. Adam, John Home's Survey of Assynt (Edinburgh, 1960), 43. 
200 Many of these survive only in Anglicised spellings, such as Rientraid: ruigh an tràghad, ‘slope of the shore’ 
(NC194333), between Kerracher and Torgawn.  
201 Ryan Foster, ‘The use of the Scandinavian Place-Name Elements - Sætr and -Ærgi’, in C. Cooijmans, 
Traversing the Inner Seas: Contacts and Continuity in and around Scotland, the Hebrides, and the North of 
Ireland (Edinburgh, 2017), 130. 
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      Clach Airigh, NC171200 (own photo, May 2018) 

 

As is clear, however, from the example of Auch-an-loith, not all shieling names contained a 

shieling generic element. Specific elements occurring in sites Home designates as ‘sheelings’ 

include elements that we associate more with permanent settlements such as achadh and clais, 

and various other topographic elements.
202

 To further complicate the picture, not every àirigh 

or ruigh was just a shieling – at least not eventually. Clach Airigh (‘stone shieling’, NC171200), 

which sits in a deep green hollow between Canisp and Suilven, is listed as ‘No. 5 sheeling’ on 

Home’s map no. 12, but also appears on Kenneth Campbell’s 1883 list of cleared settlements. 

It must have been permanently inhabited by the time of the OSA
203

 - although Rev. Mackenzie 

says ‘A-ry signifies a grazing’, he also refers to it as the ‘one habitation’ on the road between 

Glencanisp and Ledmore, and as ‘a remote corner of Ledbeg farm, and occupied by a herd of 

 
202 For example, the aforementioned Auch-an-loith, Clashronick (clais rainnich, ‘bracken furrow’, NC032333), 
near Culkein Stoer, and Brae-cruie (bràigh cruaidh, ‘hard brae’, NC039321), near Clashmore. 
203 Or, indeed, the time of Home’s survey – he seems to have been rather confused as to what was a ‘sheeling’ 
or a permanent residence himself at points, applying the name to anything detached from the home farm, 
whether it was a permanent settlement or a few rows of feannagan. 
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Lieutenant Kenneth Mackenzie, the tacksman.’
204

 In his study of the transhumance place-names 

of Perthshire, Albert Bil concluded that there was regional variation in the distribution of 

shieling place-name generic elements, and that many shieling names did not contain such 

generics at all, suggesting that airigh and ruigh were actually less-commonly used than scholars 

had previously assumed.
205

 Indeed the conventional model of the permanent baile and the 

summer shieling appears somewhat simplistic given that different sites were utilised at different 

times of year, including the winter months, indicating that the shieling system was a 

considerably more complex and sophisticated operation than has so far been acknowledged.  

In Assynt there are but three place-names including the most typical Gaelic habitative element, 

baile. Balcladdich (baile cladaich, ‘shore town’, NC033303) is the name now given to the row 

of crofts between Stoer Community Hall and the west coast of Rubha Stoer, although Home’s 

map shows the original settlement in a cluster right by the sea, with the other lands used for 

arable.
206

 Baile na Cille, ‘town of the church’, is located on Oldany Island (NC085343).
207

 And 

curiously, the third, hidden example is also located in Assynt’s north-western extremities, on 

the coast: the 1681 disposition gives us a Belfour/Balfour, which is not attested in any other 

source.
208

 However, Home depicts a collection of shielings located on the sloping north shore 

of a loch called Loch Leathad a’ Bhaile Fhoghair (‘loch of the slope of Baile Fhoghair’, 

NC053282). Baile fhoghair would translate as ‘harvest/Autumn town’. Whether (the) baile 

fhoghair referred to the slope itself and its collection of shielings, or whether perhaps this was 

the ‘slope’ and pendicle of somewhere else known as Baile Fhoghair is unclear. Perhaps this 

may even have been the original name of Clachtoll, given how extensively-farmed the machair 

there once was – old feanagan can be seen stretching right to the water’s edge. 

We have already seen how clais, poll and bad are more common as settlement generics in 

Assynt, but there are also a significant number of what were the larger settlements with names 

containing achadh and leathad. Indeed here at Auch-an-Loith, we are currently standing in a 

place whose name combines both of these elements, which casts doubt on whether or not this 

 
204 OSA, 180. Home’s map is the first record of the settlement. It does not appear on Roy’s 1747 map, or in any 
of the earlier documentary sources, which is a puzzle given that apparently archaic grammatical structure.  
205 Albert Bil, ‘Transhumance  place-names  in Perthshire’, Proceedings of the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland 
122 (1992), 400-1.  
206 Map no. 2. 
207 This will be discussed further in the next chapter. 
208 It is perhaps worth noting that Assynt’s only attested sliabh-name is also in this area, just over a mile east 
on the Stoer peat road: Meall na h-Airighe Sliebhe (‘rounded hill of Airigh Sliebhe’, NC057291), although I 
would not want to read too much into this – see Simon Taylor, ‘Sliabh in Scottish place-names: its meaning and 
chronology’, Journal of Scottish Name Studies 1 (2007). 
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was indeed just a shieling – boths achadhs and leathads being at a premium in Assynt. The 

baile of Glenleraig (NC153314) that lay a couple of miles to the north at the mouth of Loch 

Nedd was cleared in the nineteenth century, the previously-cultivated land now taken over by 

birch wood. As we continue up Gleann Leireag, it is hard to believe that the entirety of this 

large, south-west-facing, grassy expanse of relatively flat ground, in a sheltered hollow by a loch, 

was not permanently inhabited at some point. In an area with such a wet climate, a well-drained 

leathad with a sunny aspect would be a prized spot.
209

  

Of Assynt’s sixteen leathad-names, five are or were major settlements - Ledmore and Ledbeg 

being the most obvious examples - and the others are close to settlements. Some are now 

abandoned: for example the ‘town’ of Lead named in the 1681 disposition seems by its  

 

 

      An Leathad is the hill on the left, Achadh Mòr the field centre-right, NC152231 (own photo, May 2018) 

 
209 There are also two places in Assynt called Leathad Buidhe (‘yellow slope’, NC193228/NC243157); there is 
also a Blàr Buidhe (NC075253), a Poll Buidhe (NC269119), and several other places with ‘yellow’ as a specific 
element. Sadly there is not space in such a general survey to closely analyse the use of colours in Assynt’s 
place-names, but perhaps buidhe, which also in Gaelic has positive connotations such as ‘lucky’, indicated a 
particularly productive patch of ground rather than simply colour. Certainly Rev Mackenzie tells us that odhar, 
‘dun’, indicated ‘bad heath’, in the case of Meallan Odhar (‘wee rounded dun hill’, NC232041).  
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positioning in the list to refer to An Leathad (NC152231), the south-facing slope behind 

Achadh an Ruighe Chòinich (‘field of Ruigh Chòinich’, NC144228)
210

 and Achadh Mòr (‘great 

field’, NC147225), which sit in a hollow on a plateau between Little Assynt and Suilven, on an 

old road overgrown now by bracken and heather. There is a third little patch of green to the 

east for which no ruins or enclosures are recorded on the OS maps, but which appears on 

Home’s map no. 12 as Attenhuick sheeling - this is Bad an t-Sluic (‘place/clump of the 

pit/cavity’, NC158224). I wonder if perhaps the name Lead, or An Leathad, once applied to 

this collection of micro-settlements, and furthermore, if it was perhaps the same ‘Leth-bhad’ 

given as the location for Angus Beag Macleod’s murder of his brother Norman in the 16th 

century, as detailed in Alexander Mackenzie’s clan history.
211

  

There are ten place-names in Assynt with achadh as the primary generic element, all of which 

are either documented as settlements or have archeological evidence of previous use, even if 

just the remains of an enclosure. Of all of them perhaps the most enigmatic is Achnacarnin, 

now a small crofting settlement on the east side of Rubha Stoer. Research is currently underway 

concerning the discovery of what could potentially be a small stone circle on the headland 

there
212

, but the name references not clachan but càrnan, translating as achadh nan càrnan, ‘field 

of the wee cairns’. No illumination is provided by any of the maps; indeed it is only by visting 

Achnacarnin for yourself that you will discover the extraordinary field full of cairns that is quite 

clearly there (NC049322) at Port Achnacarnin. It is said locally that these are clearance cairns 

from the 19th-century reorganisation of the estate
213

; however clearance cairns are usually 

smaller and more numerous, and date from a much earlier time.
214

 Additionally an argument 

could be made that these cannot be the cairns the place was named for, as they are decidedly 

not ‘wee’ cairns. It does, on the other hand, seem unlikely – although not impossible - that one 

location could acquire two sets of remarkable cairns in its lifetime. The possible answer lies in 

the earlier versions, almost all of which include an additional ‘g’, for example: Achanagarnan 

(1654 Blaeu Atlas of Scotland), Auchingharn (1681 RMS RD14 78 429), Auchnagarnan (1774 

Home Survey of Assynt). These suggest the alternative Early Gaelic achad na (g)cárn, meaning 

 
210 The meaning hear of ‘chòineach’ is unclear: the grave would suggest còinneach, ‘moss’, but it could also 
potentially be coinneach, ‘meeting’ (as in herding), or capitalised Còinneach, ‘Kenneth’.  
211 History of the Macleods with genealogies of the principal families of the name (Inverness, 1889), 405. 
212 A 3D model of the site can be accessed here: https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/historic-assynt-
achnacarnin-circle-1-9a3a054f61894fbda720bb3b10629b73.  
213 Email message from Malcolm Bangor-Jones, August 2019. 
214 For example, Allanglach, on Arpafeelie Moor in the Black Isle, or the Carn na Caillich site on the River 
Findhorn. 

https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/historic-assynt-achnacarnin-circle-1-9a3a054f61894fbda720bb3b10629b73
https://sketchfab.com/3d-models/historic-assynt-achnacarnin-circle-1-9a3a054f61894fbda720bb3b10629b73
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‘field of the cairns’ – no diminutive – making it more likely that these cairns were the source of 

the name.
215

 It may even be that these ‘cairns’ are in fact the gable ends of the buldings from a 

very early settlement
216

 - as they have never been archaeologically investigated, it is impossible to 

be sure at this point.  

 

 

       Field of cairns, Achnacarnin, NC050323 (own photo, July 2019) 

 

         Satellite view of Achnacarnin – the cairn field is in the centre (ESRI World Imagery, 2019) 

 
215 Thanks to Prof Thomas Clancy for drawing my attention to this. 
216 Going by Roy Military and Home’s map no. 2, the pre-Clearance settlement was further inland. I must thank 
Prof Steve Driscoll for suggesting this possibility, which would never have occurred to me otherwise. 
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After passing through the shieling of Ruigh Dorch we will cross Allt Mhathain and reach the 

modern road that snakes along the coast of Rubha Stoer. Here we arrive at Nedd (an nead, ‘the 

nest’, NC137318), the old farm of which, according to Home’s map no. 5, centered around a 

green furrow on west side of the sea loch with steep, wooded banks. Nedd, like neighbouring 

Drumbeg (druim beag, ‘wee ridge’, NC122328) had a hinterland of peat road and shielings and 

lochans that stretched south into the interior. Whilst some of these places would only have 

been used seasonally, some no doubt acted as a kind of overspill for the main settlements, 

providing a degree of flexibility in an area where every patch of viable land could only support 

so many people and animals – for example, Dubharlainn (‘dark enclosure’, NC124290), which 

Home classifies as a ‘sheeling’ on the banks of Loch na Loinne, appears as the ‘town’ of 

Durland in the 1681 disposition. There are in fact twenty-four ‘towns’ listed in this source that 

are not attested at a later date; a further sixteen names occur in Home’s 1774 maps that do not 

appear in any later source, with fourteen of these only evidenced by Home; and Kenneth 

Campbell’s 1883 list of cleared townships contains six names that are unnattested in the 1871 

OS 6 inch first edition. What this tells us is not just that changes in settlement patterns and 

population shifts began some time before the Clearances proper,
217

 but also that settlement in 

Assynt had a dynamic quality, with townships having the capacity to shift and expand in order 

to meet the demands of the current population within certain delineated boundaries. 

In How It Is, Viola Cordova explores the notion of bounded space and its centrality to the 

native sense of place and world-view. To her the explicit boundaries native communities placed 

on ‘home’ were a mechanism that allowed the persistence of diversity, allowing for a degree of 

control over resources and populations and the accumulation of an intimate knowledge of their 

own place.
218

 Colonisation disrupted these natural boundaries and eliminated the people’s 

ancient means of adapting to their specific area within the limits of resource availability; in 

Assynt the same effect was achieved by Clearance and Improvement. What the incoming estate 

managers saw as a primitive and unchanging way of life was in fact an artful balancing act borne 

of centuries of experience.  

What is clear from the Assynt’s toponymic record, with its shifting settlements, its grazings high 

in the hills, its network of paths and bealaich and uidhean and mountains named from the 

top
219

, is that this was a landscape every inch of which was traversed, utilised and inhabited. 

 
217 Pennant in 1722 claimed that the population was around 3-4,000 (A Tour in Scotland, 367), and certainly 
the number of beasts attested to have been stolen in Mackenzie raids would support this level of occupancy.  
218 Viola Cordova, How It Is, 186-200. 
219 I am thinking here of names like Conival, which only really makes sense from the peak (or on satellite).  
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From the evidence of Home’s 1774 maps it is clear that a network of old roads criss-crossed 

the interior, and that prior to the Sutherland estate’s carving up of the parish and expulsion of 

its native inhabitants, you could not have walked more than an hour in any direction without 

happening upon signs of human habitation. With the interior emptied, those who stayed 

behind were crowded into the coastal settlements our route now passes through, as a 

conveniently needy workforce for the merchants brought in by the Sutherland estate to take 

advantage of the herring-fishing boom.  

You will have noticed, by this point, how much less kind the roads are to the feet and knee 

joints of humans and other animals than the meandering old paths of the hills and the interior 

that we have traversed over the last couple of days.
220

 These later routes, like Jopling’s marble 

road, were constructed for the extraction and transportation of natural resources by cart to the 

sea, and rebuilt in the 20th century for motor vehicles bringing essential services and tourists to 

these ‘remote’ parts. We may well have cut our walk short today and hitched the last leg – we 

would be forgiven. Either way, tonight we will not camp at Clashnessie (NC055318), from clais 

an easaich, ‘furrow of the cascade’, named for its famously spectacular waterfall. This is a 

working crofting township, and given the inhabitants’ experience of tourism over recent years, 

they are likely to set their cows on us. We will instead be responsible visitors and carry on a 

couple of miles south to the campsite at Clachtoll, where we can watch the sun set over the 

broch, and share stories of the past – preparing us for tomorrow, the penultimate day of our 

trip. 

 

                                Eas Clais an Easaidh, NC054302 (own photo, July 2019) 

 
220 See Hugh Cheape, ‘The Ethnology of the ‘Old Ways’ in Gaelic Scotland ‘There’s Another Road Near the 
Highway’’, in John Bonehill, Anne Dulau-Beveridge, Nigel Leask (eds), Old Ways New Roads: Travels in Scotland 
1720–1832 (Edinburgh, 2020).  
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Day 4 – Clachtoll to Fionn Loch 

 
Today we look at the storied landscape. Just north of Clachtoll, where the road pulls out of 

Stoer, there is a junction, one branch of which runs past Clashmore to Achnacarnin and 

Culkein, the other to Balcladdich, Raffin and finally to the Stevenson lighthouse at Stoer. The 

first house down this latter road is called Totag, given as Tutack sheeling in Home’s map no. 3, 

and the ‘towne’ or farm of Tolvaid in the 1681 disposition. There is an An Totag at Loch 

Urigill which the OSNB gives as meaning ‘the sod or turf’, but there is also A Rubha nan Totag 

on Taransay which the same source translates as ‘point of the ruins’ - the Gaelic word tobhta, 

‘ruins’, derives from the word for a turf wall. This is the house in which crofter Angus 

Mackenzie was born in 1950, and where he returned after a career in the merchant navy. 

Angus’ mother was from Balcladdich and his father from Stoer, and he was brought up in a 

Gaelic-speaking household. It was Angus who told me about a rock near the lighthouse that is 

not named on the map, but is known locally as Sgeir a’ Bhocain, ‘skerry of the ghost’ 

(NC004330). The story goes that the lighthouse-keeper was warned the place was haunted, and 

was advised that if he encountered a ghost, to put a silver thrupenny bit behind the bullet in his 

shotgun before he opened fire. This he did, apparently causing the ghost to tumble backwards 

off the cliff into the sea – the spot has been called Sgeir a’ Bhocain ever since.
221 

During the Sutherland Factor Evander MacIver’s tenure Stoer, like Elphin, resisted crofting 

and retained its baile structure.
222

 The old burial ground and the roofless Thomas Telford 

church cling to the hillside above Stoer Bay, with a view across to Clachtoll and its well-known 

broch. The original Clachtoll village nestled in an adjacent hollow, the first houses most likely 

built with stones from the collapsed broch. As discussed in the previous chapter, the baile of 

Clachtoll’s hinterland stretched along the Peat Road to the east. Rev Mackenzie tells us of 

another antiquarian wonder located there, in the 1795 OSA:  

There is the clearest evidence of the Druids having been here in times of old, as to this 

day there is on the bounds of Clachtoll farm (three miles directly inland from that 

shore) a prodigious pile of huge stones close by a great rock, having an entry through no 

less than we moderns would call two half-moons; next appears an entry by a porch […]  

 
221 Conversation with Angus Mackenzie, July 2019. 
222 Bangor-Jones, The Assynt Clearances (Dundee, 1998), 45.  
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                      Clachtoll Broch, NC036278 (own photo, July 2019) 

 

This ancient ruin, in the Gaelic language, is at this very period called, Ty-tal-vine-na-

drui-nich, i.e. The earthly habitation of the Druids.
223 

He is referring in this passage to a cave at Clais nan Cruineachd (NC064280), where there are 

also the remains of various structures.
 224

 Home has this site as a shieling in 1774 – the cave may 

well have been used as a shieling bothy - although the 1681 disposition lists it as a ‘town’. 

Locally this name is often said to translate as ‘furrow of the Picts’, but cruithneachd is ‘wheat’, 

with ‘Pict’ spelled cruithneach. The 1681 form of Glasnegrunnach indicates, however, an 

original form of Clais na gCruinneach: the genitive plural definite article and lack of -d-ending 

suggesting that the signification is in fact, ‘Picts’.  

There are examples in Assynt of names containing the prefix far, which Watson highlights as 

‘common in Pictland’, and which he takes to mean ‘projecting’
225

: two miles south of Clachtoll 

at Achmelvich we have the headlands An Fharaid Mhòr and An Fharaid Bheag (NC056245/ 

 
223 OSA, 206. Taigh talmhainn actually translates as the rather more prosaic ‘earthen house’, and druineach 
means ‘artisan’, rather than ‘druid’. Although this appellation persists in the local oral tradition, it is unclear 
how ‘antique’ it is, being unattested elsewhere. 
224 https://canmore.org.uk/site/4493/ty-tal-vine-na-druinich  
225 Watson, ‘Some Sutherland names of places’, 238-9. 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/4493/ty-tal-vine-na-druinich
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NC053249).
226

 The 1681 disposition also throws up two lost names for the River Inver and the 

Culag river, which both meet the sea at Lochinver. The Inver is given in this source as the River 

of Abrud – Malcolm Bangor Jones thinks this is the same name that occurs in some of the 

medieval maps as Calerot or Alerot.
227

 The generic element here could be abhainn, but perhaps 

even the pre-Gaelic aber, although the specific element is more obscure. The Culag River is 

named by the disposition as the River of Astrua.
228

 Given the antiquity of many river toponyms, 

these are perhaps the likeliest candidates for names of pre-Gaelic origin.
229

 Ultimately, however, 

there are no place-names now remaining in Assynt to which a Pictish origin could be 

conclusively attributed.  

 

 

              Creag Clais nan Cruineachd – the cave is somewhere among the rockfall centre-left, NC064280 (own photo, July 2021) 

 
226 There is also a Fàire nan Càrn between Quinag and Glas Bheinn, and a Fàire nan Clach Ruadha near Falls of 
Kirkaig, with fàire here meaning ‘watch’ or ‘horizon’ – both are prominent viewpoints. 
227 Email message from Malcolm Bangor-Jones, August 2019. 
228 Potentially Gaelic eas ruadh, ‘red waterfall’. 
229 The Rev Mackenzie in the OSA also gives alternative names for two Assynt rivers. He refers to the River 
Loanan, which runs from Loch Assynt to Loch Awe, instead as ‘the river Ah’ – which can only really be abha, 
‘watercourse’ (209). He also sheds light on Pont’s mysterious Ana Keand, by referring to an A-na-ka-un river, 
which from his description is what is now known as Ledbeg River (182). The 1681 disposition mentions an 
Auchinheind in the same area, which may be connected, although it suggests an achadh settlement name 
rather than a river. 
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Clachtoll Broch is described by the 1871 OS 6 inch first edition as An Dùn (Pictish). Similarly, 

Clashnessie broch, An Dùn (‘the fortress’, NC056316), is referred to as Old Castle Down by 

Home, and Pictish Tower by the OS 6 inch 1st edition, these appellations reflecting both folk 

and antiquarian beliefs of their period, and also a general uncertainty regarding the origins of 

these structures. At another point in the OSA, Mackenzie tells us that the broch at Culkein was 

‘built by Scandinavians’, who retreated there after defeats at Dornoch and in Ross.
230

 Between 

Angus Mackenzie’s croft and Stoer is Mary Hinsley’s house, at the end of the Stoer peat road. 

Mary was born in Glasgow, but now lives around a mile from the house in which her mother 

was born at Clashmore. Mary spent much time here in her 1970s childhood with her Gaelic-

speaking granny, but not having been encouraged to learn the language herself, her memories 

of much of the folklore she was exposed to then are by her own assessment hazy. One thing 

she did tell me, however, is that she remembers a theme of the Gaels coming into an empty 

land, and questions of, ‘whatever happened to the broch people?’
231 

Aside from the brochs that feature on the 2007 OS map, all of which are represented by the 

term dùn, ‘fortress’, there are a number of potential ‘hidden’ brochs in Assynt. It is Mackenzie 

again in the OSA who tells us of Poul-an-dun-an (poll an dùnain, ‘pool/hollow of the wee 

fortress’, NC091349), near an achorage known as ‘the Dorney’ on the north coast of the island 

of Oldany. ‘It is called so’, says Mackenzie, ‘as there is there a little mount or dune on the 

north side of the island, opposite to the anchoring ground.’
232

 It is unattested elsewhere, but this 

would be an excellent location in which to build a fort. A couple of miles down the road we will 

pass Achadhantuir, achadh an tùir, ‘field of the tower’ (NC083249), which appears as the 

‘town’ of Auchintour in the 1681 disposition. This little green hollow sits aside Loch Fasg an t-

Seana Chlaidh (NC077248), ‘loch of the shelter of the old burial ground’
233

, is perhaps a quarter 

mile from Rhicarn (ruigh a’ chàirn, ‘shieling of the cairn’, NC083253), and an Uidh a’ 

Chlachain (‘ford of the hamlet/kirktown’, NC076247) appears on the OS 6 inch first edition - 

taken together these names are certainly suggestive of a prehistoric religious landscape. Near 

Droighneach (NC117265) there is also a Loch an Tùir (‘loch of the tower’, NC117265), 

 
230 OSA, 195. He was not the only one to associate the brochs with the Norse – around where the 1871 OS 6 
inch first edition shows ‘Tumuli’, just south of Clachtoll Broch, there now lies an amateur archaeologist’s folly. 
Allan Macrae was convinced he had found a Viking ship burial, which he excavated under cover of darkness, 
leaving a door and tunnel into the mound – Napier, The Assynt Crofter, 228-30. 
231 Conversation with Mary Hinsley, April 2019. 
232 OSA, 195. 
233 The name given by the OS 6 inch first edition is Loch Fasgadh an t-Seana Chlaidh, fasgadh meaning ‘shelter.’ 
Whist the 2007 OS map has only a ‘Burial Ground’ here at NC076249, the 1871 edition also includes ‘Chapel 
(Site of)’ -  Canmore notes this fact but the site does not appear to have been surveyed. It is recorded simply as 
a ‘Sheeling’ by Home (map 3).  
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although as the very similar-sounding Loch an Tuirc (‘loch of the boar’, NC114260) is right 

next door, this could potentially be an error. Very close to Clachtoll Broch is another mystery: 

the 1871 OS map records another broch within half a mile as An Dùn (Pictish) at NC039281, 

in the field now known as Stoer Green, with the note: ‘Stone Coffin found here 1871.’ I have 

heard no mention of this dùn locally, despite its being listed by Canmore.
234

 Upon investigation 

there is a large mound at this spot, entirely overgrown with grass.
235

 

In addition to trees and ancient ruins, Mackenzie also claims Assynt’s spiritual heritage for the 

Norse, declaring that, ‘it is at least presumable, if not highly probable, that Scandinavian 

idolatry did prevail here’
236

 - his evidence being the site of Baile na Cille (‘town of the church’, 

NC085343) on Oldany Island. The most recent archaeological investigation records an old 

burial ground, the remains of huts and a potential cairn.
237

 In Mackenzie’s account the cairn is 

the remains of a temple and contains a stone box, in which once resided a stone egg of 

‘variegated minute colours of bright and shade’ for which the people ‘had the greatest 

veneration.’
238

 Its theft by a ‘seafaring man’ allows Mackenzie to speculate that this was the 

power stone of Loda, betraying the Ossian-crazed times in which the Reverend wrote.
239

 It is 

possible that this is the same baile na h-eaglaise depicted on some of the early maps, which is 

always situated on the coast between Stoer and Kylesku
240

; this is supported by the inclusion of a 

Newtowne & Oldtowne Balinjkill in the 1681 disposition, which suggests this was a significant 

settlement at that point. 

  

 
234 https://canmore.org.uk/site/4496/an-dun-stoer.  
235 Mary Hinsley also tells me that when she was a girl Clachtoll broch was always known as Stoer broch - 
which may reflect a shift in settlement status, with Clachtoll coming to the fore due to its compatibility with 
the modern tourism economy. Mackenzie claims in the OSA that there were also ‘dunes’ at Achmore and 
Altnacealgach, but that they ‘have been taken away to build office-houses and fences’(208). There is one more 
potential hidden broch in Assynt, but we will come to it in the final chapter. 
236 OSA, 205. 
237 https://canmore.org.uk/site/4515/baile-na-cille-oldany-island. 
238 OSA, 205. 
239 Magic stones bestowing special powers, such as divination, are well-attested in Gaelic folklore; Miss 
Dempster tells of one such stone in a story set in Strathnaver in ‘Folk-lore of Sutherland-shire [continued]’, 
221. She also tells of magic stones being used to cure sick cattle (245). 
240 For example Baill no heanglis (1573 Ortellius Scotiae Tabula), Baylnoheglis (1595 Mercator Scotia Regnum), 
Balinoheglis (1635 Blaeu Scotia Regnum). 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/4496/an-dun-stoer
https://canmore.org.uk/site/4515/baile-na-cille-oldany-island
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                      Assynt Old Parish Church, NC248220 (own photo, April 2019) 

 

However the first mapmakers were known sometimes to misplace things - understandable 

given the limited materials they had to work with - and it is perhaps more likely that this baile 

na h-eaglais referred to Kirkton, site of the old parish church, whose name is attested variously 

as: Kirktoun (1583 Pont 4v: Assynt); Kirktoun de Assint (1592 RMS v no. 2024); Heglish 

(1654 Blaeu Atlas of Scotland); Auchniglash/Auchin cheglish (1681 SRO RD14 78 429); Kirk 

of Strathcrombie (1747 Roy Military Survey of Scotland); Kirktown (1774 Home Survey of 

Assynt); Achnaheglash (1795 OSA); and Achana-h-eaglais, in Kenneth Campbell’s 1883 list of 

cleared townships. The oscillation between various forms of kirk toun and achadh na h-eaglaise 

would suggest perhaps that rather than signifying an ancient and more modern version of the 

same name, the latter is the Gaelic original retained by locals until the late 19th-century, with 

Kirkton perhaps being the term used by Scots-and-English-speaking outsiders. 

The building of the church at Kirkton is locally attributed to Angus Macleod, laird from 1436-

1443. The current structure dates to the end of the 18th century, and having been remodelled 

in 1900, was restored by Historic Assynt in the 1990s.
241

 As Rev Mackenzie – who built the 

manse, and a mill here – informs us: 

 
241 Bangor-Jones, Historic Assynt (Dundee, 2008), 8-9. 
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The case was, one Aeneas, or Angus Macleod, laird of Assint, having gone to Rome to 

visit the Pope; and the Pontiff conferring favours, the laird in return vowed, that when 

he returned to Assint, he would build and endow a kirk, which the laird performed.
242

 

As well as the potentially 8-11th-century cross fragments that were found here as discussed in 

Chapter two, nearby place-names suggest an earlier religious presence in the area, although as 

they are only attested for the first time in the 1871 OS 6 inch 1st edition, their vintage cannot 

be determined. Within a mile of the church, across the River Traligill and over Torr a’ 

Challtuinn lies Ruigh an t-Sagairt (‘shieling of the priest’, NC264212), represented as a 

‘sheepfold’ on the 2007 OS map, and along Loch Assynt, just north of where we found our 

Doire Beathaig (‘Beth/Sophia’s grove), is Lochan a’ Mhanaich (‘wee loch of the monk’, 

NC161270), with a Druim Lochan a’ Mhanaich overlooking it.  

Back on our current route are yet more place-names that suggest religious associations. A 

couple of miles past the hill that takes us out of Clachtoll, Cnoc nan Cnàmh (‘hill of the bones’, 

NC046269), we reach Torbreck, where Cnoc an Tigh Choinneimh (‘hill of the meeting-house, 

NC092244) indicates the preaching-place where Rev Mackenzie wintered his cattle.
243

 A 

quarter-mile north is the Manse Loch (NC095247), previously known, according to Home and 

the OS 6 inch first edition, as Loch an Àite Mhòir, ‘loch of Àite Mòr’. The name Àite Mòr is 

applied to an unspecified feature on the south bank of the loch, interestingly, at the same spot 

at which Home places an otherwise-unattested Riach-lachan sheeling, or ruigh a’ chlachain – 

shieling of the kirktoun/hamlet.’ About a mile east of here is Uidh nan Corp (‘ford of the 

corpses’, NC113249), with an associated loch, and next to it a Loch nan Cnaimhean (‘loch of 

the bones’, NC111252), which evokes perhaps a coffin road, or even a bloodier story – in 

which case the neighbouring An Ruadh Loch (‘the red loch’, NC118251) may also be involved. 

Back where we started on day one, there is also a cluster of ‘cross’-names just north of Cam 

Loch, where we find a Loch, an Allt, and a Creag a’ Chroisg.
244

 No explanation survives for 

these names, but the burial ground at Elphin lies just across the water, so a religious association 

is possible. As well as listing the burial grounds at Kirkton, Stoer, Ardvar, Oldany and Inver, 

Rev Mackenzie also supplies us with a name for the graveyard at Nedd (NC136318): Ged-a-vo-

lich, with gead meaning ‘tillage plot’, and the most appropriate interpretation of the specific 

element perhaps being moladh, ‘praising’. As the Reverend tells us, remembrance of the dead 

 
242 OSA, 207. 
243 Banjor-Jones, Historic Assynt, 11. 
244 The loch is at NC219155. 
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was integral to the belief-system of the native inhabitants of Assynt: ‘the inhabitants have a 

regard for the memory of their departed friends and relations, perfectly detached from what we 

call idolatry, as it only consists in doing all the good possible to the survivors of the departed.’
245

 

 

 

                The burial ground at Elphin, NC215120 (own photo, April 2019) 

 

We soon find ourselves passing through Lochinver, now Assynt’s main village, where the 

parish church was eventually relocated in 1898
246

, and where the OS maps evidence the way in 

which English terms based around industry and tourism have superseded the old names of the 

bailtean of Baddidarach (‘place/clump of the oak’), Inver (‘river mouth’), Phillin (‘rocky shore’) 

and Culag (‘back place’)
247

. We pass Loch Culag to climb yet another hill, this one called Cnoc 

a’ Mhadaidh Ruaidh (‘hill of the fox’, NC091214). Although we discussed zootoponyms on our 

first day in Chapter 1, it would be a mistake to assume all of these are merely indicative of the 

presence of animals. Few stories now survive in Assynt, but many of these animal names would 

 
245 OSA, 203. 
246 Bangor-Jones, Historic Assynt, 12. Previous ministers had proved reluctant to vacate the extensive 
glebelands of Kirkton and relocate to the coast, where the majority of their flock had resided since the 
Clearances. 
247 Cùlag is an unspecific term meaning something that relates to being ‘back’.  
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have been attached to folk tales in which the creatures concerned exhibit a remarkable degree 

of agency and authority. Foxes are rare here now, given the comprehensive programme of 

extermination undertaken by the Sutherland estate, but the fox is a recurring character in 

Sutherland folk tales, inhabiting a trickster role not dissimilar to Reynard in the Fables or 

Coyote in Native American folklore.
248

 Andrew Wiseman’s research into the evidence for a 

ritual known as taghairm nan cat (‘summons of cats’) has shown a correlation with ‘cat’ place-

names. A cat would be caught and burned alive in order to attract and divine knowledge from 

the King of the Cats. The place-name often indicated either where the taghairm was performed 

or sometimes where the poor beast was thrown afterwards to extinguish the fire – a possible 

explanation for such toponyms as Assynt’s Creagan a’ Chait (‘wee crag of the cat’, 

NC219231).
249

 

Similarly, not all each-names can be taken literally, given the preponderance of stories about 

water-horses in these parts - Otta Swire tells us that one such creature lived in Loch Borrolan.
250

 

It is tempting to read kelpies from Creag Mhòr Fuaran nan Each (‘great crag of the spring of 

the horses, NC283215), and particularly from Loch an Eich Uidhir (‘loch of the dun horse’, 

NC090293), given that Swire informs us that Sutherland waterhorses are usually described as 

golden in colour.
251

 Allt na Bèiste (‘burn of the beast/monster’, NC266135), which appears on 

Home’s map no. 14 as Ault-an-priest, near Ledbeg, suggests the presence of another type of 

water spirit - Dempster tells us that the local word was vaugh or baugh.
252

 Also in the wider 

Ledbeg area we find a Bad a’ Ghille Dhuibh (‘place/clump of the gille dubh’, NC235145) and 

associated Allt, the gille dubh being a solitary male faery; and a Loch na Gruagaich (‘loch of the 

brownie’, NC242158).
253

 Not all waters were considered so dangerous – Dempster also tells us 

of a tradition of holy wells with magical healing powers.
254

 We have already considered fuarain 

and two instances of the ON kelda; perhaps Pollantobair (‘pool/hollow of the well’, 

 
248 See the variety of fox-tales detailed by Miss Dempster, ‘The Folklore of Sutherlandshire [continued]’, The 
Folk-Lore Journal, Vol. 6, No. 4 (1888), 250-2. 
249 Andrew Wiseman, ‘Caterwauling and Demon Raising: The Ancient Rite of the Taghairm?’, Scottish Studies 
35, 2010, 184. This ritual was first recorded by Rev Robert Kirk in the 17th century. Cats were not the only 
animals to whom a social structure was attributed – as Miss Dempster tells us: ‘The mythical zoology of 
Sutherland contains also a white otter. These animals have a king, sometimes all white, sometimes dun with a 
white star. He has a jewel in his forehead, and is only vulnerable in one spot on the breast. I do not know 
whether it is an elective or hereditary sovereignty’ (248). Sadly the Otter King is unattested in Assynt’s 
toponymic record. 
250 Otta Swire, The Highlands and their Legends (Edinburgh, 1963), 187. 
251 Swire, ibid, 176. See also Dempster’s story, ‘The Golden Horse of Loch na Gille’, 246. 
252 Dempster, Folklore, 225. 
253 Gruagach can also mean ‘maiden, young woman’, among other things, but Dempster claims this is an 
Argyllshire word for a (sometimes helpful) brownie or goblin (226). 
254 Dempster, Folklore, 244. 
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NC073271) was so-named for a similar significance. Certain earthforms were of course also 

associated with the supernatural, with a total of fourteen sìtheanan, or ‘faery hills’ attested in the 

parish.
255

 

As well as magical animals and faery lore, it is clear from the folkloric record that the traditions 

of the Gaelic heroes were upheld in West Sutherland: Swire details Fenian tales associated with 

Ben Loyal
256

; Dempster locates the the Death of Diarmaid at the same place
257

; and Mackenzie 

says of Assynt that ‘the songs and airs of Fingal, and ancient heroes, are sung in the Gaelic 

tongue, to which the little children dance.’
258

 There are a few such potential locations in Assynt 

– Loch an Tuirc would lend itself well to Diarmaid’s story, Loch na h-Innse Fraoich 

(NC163263) is suggestive of the death of the hero Fraoch
259

, and the Fionn Loch (NC130176), 

although certainly ‘fair’, may signify Finn himself – although admittedly this is merely 

speculative.
260

 Many names suggest dramatic happenings involving more earthly inhabitants – 

for example Stoer’s Loch a’ Mhì Runaich (‘loch of malevolence’, NC043295). Hick’s 19th-

century traveller’s account reveals the story behind Loch nan Claidhmhnean (‘loch of the 

swords’, NC162320), a fairly frequently-occuring name usually associated with tales of battle.
261

 

In this case it is said that the Mackenzies, after a defeat, threw their swords into the loch, to 

prevent them being taken by the rival clan.
262

 The tale behind Allt nan Cealgach (‘burn of the 

deceivers’, NC267106), is relatively well-known: a follower of Balnagowan of Ross claimed the 

land here by declaring himself here to be standing on Balnagowan property, having soil from 

his chief’s lands in his shoes.
263 

We previously discussed the presumably-mortal cailleach Iain, but the other cailleach place-

names in the Assynt landscape suggest supernatural female characters. Torr na Caillich (‘heap 

of the old woman/hag’, NC202329) overlooks the ‘port of the Swede’ on the banks of Loch a’ 

Chàirn Bhàin. Witches feature frequently in Assynt’s surviving folklore, with the most infamous 

being Mòr Bhàn, attested for example by Dempster, and also by MacBain in an article The 

 
255 See John Macinnes, ‘Looking at legends of the supernatural’, in Transactions of the Gaelic Society of 
Inverness 59 (1994–1996), 1–20. 
256 Swire, Highlands, 192. 
257 Dempster, Folklore, 159-60. 
258 OSA, 204. 
259 For more on the legend of Fraoch, see Donald Meek, in Simon Taylor (ed.), ‘Place-names and Literature: 
Evidence from the Gaelic Ballads’, in The Uses of Place-Names (Edinburgh, 1998), 147-68. 
260 Although not wildly so – Coigach’s Loch Lurgainn, ‘loch of the shanks’, is attested as Fenian in origin – as are 
several other place-names in this region. Watson, PNRC, lxxxiv, 257. 
261 See for example, Loch Chlaidheamh, on the battlefield of Alt a Choileachan, Banffshire. 
262 Hicks, Wanderings, 197. 
263 OSA, 170. 
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Celtic Magazine.
264

 The 1871 OS 6 inch first edition also depicts a Uamh Caillich Peireag (‘cave 

of the old woman/hag of Peireag’, NC275204) among the Traligill caves, noted by the OSNB 

as a ‘remarkable cave’, but with no etymology attested. With no obvious translation of peireag, 

it is possible that this is a corruption of Cailleach Beara or Bhearach, a legendary character first 

attested in the Book of Lecan circa 1400 who was associated with mountainous landscapes, 

winter and horned beasts.
265

 There of course also existed in the Gaelic Otherworld the more 

benign Cailleach, a kind of mother-earth figure, whose silhouette was often percieved to be 

reclining in the landscape - as in the case of the hills known as the Cailleach na Mointeach, that 

provide the horizon to the Calanais stones in Lewis.
266

 We certainly see evidence of a feminine 

form transposed onto a natural feature in the hill called A’ Chìoch (‘the breast’, NC219055), 

which the local people informed Rev Mackenzie signified ‘a pass’, perhaps to spare his 

blushes.
267

 

As we come to the end of today’s walk, we pass the hamlet of Badnaban (‘place/clump of the 

women’, NC075212), another feminine name that has been associated with spirituality – the 

local oral tradition claims this was the location of a nunnery, although it could potentially have 

just been a shieling, a traditionally female domain.
268

 Although no archaeological evidence has 

yet been unearthed, the hamlet’s proximity to Inverkirkaig has been offered as support for the 

nunnery theory. This of course relies on the interpretation of Inverkirkaig as inbhir Kirkaig, 

with Kirkaig as ON kirkja vík, ‘church bay.’ The 1871 OS 6 inch first edition shows an Elder’s 

Pool at NC083194 – but in English. There is a hill, nameless on the 2007 OS map, known 

locally as Cnocanorrie (NC082198), which has been interpreted as cnoc an ùrnaidh, ‘hill of 

praying.’
269

 The 1871 OS map has, however, Cnoc an Fhuaraidh. Fuaraidh, according to 

Dwelly, can mean ‘fusty, cool or damp’ – none of which make immediate sense.  

 
264 Dempster, 224, and Alexander MacBain, ‘Some Stories about Witches’, The Celtic Magazine Vol.13 (1888), 
92. MacCoinneach has also written of the Mackenzies’ 17th-century penchant for witch-burning, in Plantation, 
243-4. 
265 See Alasdair Whyte, ‘The Cailleach in Place-Names and Place-Lore’, The Journal of Scottish Name Studies 
Vol. 14 (2020). The cave-names of Assynt are worthy of an in-depth examination of their own. Whilst some of 
the old names survive, many have been newly-coined by 20th-century caving enthusiasts. Some are English, 
such as Cave of the Jedi or Bernie’s Bolt Hole, some make an attempt at Gaelic, such as Uamh nan Clogaid a 
Bha Air Chall – ‘cave of the helmets that were lost’. Details of all Assynt’s named caves can be found in the 
Scottish Mine and Cave Database: http://registry.gsg.org.uk/sr/index.php.  
266 https://canmore.org.uk/site/293944/cailleach-na-mointeach.  
267 OSA, 170. Incidentally Mary Hinsley’s grandmother, who was born in 1899, told her that the last time Là na 
Caillich was celebrated in Assynt was in 1908.  
268 Conversation with Dave MacBain, May 2017. 
269 Conversation with Angus Mackenzie, July 2019. 

http://registry.gsg.org.uk/sr/index.php
https://canmore.org.uk/site/293944/cailleach-na-mointeach
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Early maps provide evidence in support of a church at Inverkirkaig: Ortelius (1573) and Speed 

(1610) even depict a church.
270

 Additionally, according to MacCoinnich, Sìol Torcail's 

ceremony for the transfer of lands in Assynt was held in Inverkirkaig in 1572, suggesting a 

building of some importance – although it could perhaps have been a house or inn.
271

 There is 

also the case of the Inverkirkaig murder, as reported by Robert Gordon, in the OSA for 

Eddrachilles, and in various clan histories.
272

 Judge Morrison of Lewis was killed here in around 

the turn of the 17th century, reportedly for betraying Torquill Macleoid. With strange echoes 

of the death of Sweno, his followers are said to have buried his entrails on an island off the 

coast of Eddrachilles, now known as Eilean a’ Bhreitheimh (‘island of the judge’, NC131396). 

All of these accounts state that the murder occurred at a house at which the judge was lodging – 

there is no mention of a church. 

The earliest attested versions of Inverkirkaig are as follows: Invererlik (1592 RMS v no. 2024); 

Innereirak (1594 ER xxii, 505); Kikaill (1595 Mercator, Scotia Regnum), Kikail (1635 Blaeu 

Scotia Regnum); Inner Chircaig (1654 Blaeu Atlas of Scotland); and Upper & nether 

Inverkeirkach (1681 RS RD14 78 429). The inclusion of the generic element inbhir in the 

earliest versions, and the attestation in two 17th-century maps of Avon Chyrgag (1634-52 

Robert Gordon Map of Coygach) and Avon Chirkaig (1654 Blaeu Atlas of Scotland), raise the 

possibility that this specific element is in fact the original name of the River Kirkaig, which has 

been obscured by later Norsification and Gaelicisation. 

Today we will continue past Inverkirkaig to follow this river inland, through the woods, past the 

Kirkaig falls, to the banks of the Fionn Loch, where we will rest for the night. It was for this 

view that MacCaig wrote ‘Illumination: on the track by Loch Fewin’: 

 

 
270 An excavation at nearby Achnahaird, Coigach, uncovered the remains of the church depicted at that site on 
several of the medieval maps: see Farrell, S.(ed), Report on the Excavations of Achnahaird Sands October 2000, 
http://her.highland.gov.uk/hbsmrgatewayhighland/DataFiles/ LibraryLinkFiles/652.pdf ). 
271 Aonghas MacCoinnich, “Sìol Torcail and their lordship in the sixteenth century”, Crossing the Minch: 
Exploring the Links Between Skye and the Outer Hebrides (Stornoway, 2008), 20. 
272 Robert Gordon, Genealogical history of the Earldom of Sutherland from its origin to the year 1630. With a 
continuation to the year 1651 (Edinburgh, 1813), 272-3; F.W.L. Thomas, The history of the Morison or Morrison 
family (Boston, 1880), 31-2; OSA, Vol. VI (1793), 292-293 – the OSA in fact claims that this incident pushed 
James VI to order the plantation of Lewis. 
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                   A pool on the River Kirkaig (own photo, August 2018) 

 

 Suddenly the sun poured 

 through an arrow-slit in the clouds 

 and the great hall we walked in – its tapestries 

 of mountains and parquet of rich 

 bogland and water – blazed on the eye 

 like the Book of Kells.
273 

 

His comparison of this landscape with a manuscript text is quite apt; as we have seen on our 

travels today, there are stories – and spirits - around every corner. Tomorrow, on our last day, 

we will have an opportunity to reflect. 

 

 

 

 

 
273 MacCaig, Collected Poems, 193. 
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Day 5 – Fionn Loch to Suileag 

 
The final day of our tour of Assynt will be our shortest - although it may not feel like it. Today 

we will pass over the top of Suilven – a seemingly magic mountain, with the ability to change 

position and even render itself invisible, sometimes for days, whose apparently shape-shifting 

form has been stalking us since the start of our walk. First, we cross Uidh na Ceardaich (‘ford 

of the smithy’ NC116186). This seems a surprising name to encounter so far from an existing 

settlement, but this was once one of the main roads across the parish, passing through a shieling 

or micro-township every mile or two along the way
274

 - horses and cattle would often have 

needed re-shod; potentially it could also have been named for a tale of a passing traveller. Soon 

we reach the turn-off at Alltan Fearna, whose course we follow upwards to the base of Suilven’s 

south gully. It is not as bad as it looks. As the great climber Reinhold Messner says, the trick is 

just to keep on going, without looking down. Watch your feet and think about something else - 

before you know it, you will find yourself at the top.
275

 That this first high point is known as the 

Bealach Mòr (‘great pass’, NC158182) may at first seem like a historic example of dry Gaelic 

humour, given that, as MacCaig tells us, as soon as we reach this narrow shelf of rock, we find 

the 400-foot gully mirrored on the other side just feet away from us, the view opening up 

vertiginously.  

 

 I claw that tall horizon down to this; 

And suddenly 

My shadow jumps huge miles away from me.
276 

 

If we wish, we can continue to Suilven’s summit, Caisteal Liath (‘grey castle’, NC154184), atop 

whose jagged sandstone ramparts sits a surprisingly flat, grassy plateau.  The incoming Lowland 

sheep breeds, lacking the natural instincts of the native sheep and goats, dropped off the edges 

of this highest of grazings with enough frequency to neccesitate the building of a wall  on the 

ridge in the 1830s.
277

 From here we are afforded a view north across the parish, and can re-trace 

our steps from the last few days. 

 
274 See Home’s Map no. 13. 
275 In the documentary film Messner (Andreas Nickel, 2012). 
276 Norman MacCaig, ‘Climbing Suilven’, Collected Poems, 14. 
277 Historic Assynt Facebook group post by Malcolm Bangor-Jones, September 2017. 
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We began by travelling through Assynt’s limestone valley, which from where we stand now is to 

the east, exploring the links between the area’s unique geology and its flora and fauna, and 

observing how its extraordinary biodiversity was attested in the toponymic record. We saw how 

the drama of this landscape was always remarkable, how its unique composition was measured 

out in cnocan, lochan, badan and pollan. The place-names we looked at told of the scarcity of 

arable land, the scattered tree cover, and of a detailed local knowledge of the natural 

environment. Animals were assigned their own dwelling-places, with cattle and deer accounting 

for twice as many zootoponyms as any other creature. In Assynt’s hills and glens there was a 

place for everyone, from the cleg to the eagle, from the pine marten to the wolf.  

 

On Day 2, we took the old high road along the north-eastern boundary of the parish, looking at 

how place-names attested the interaction between peoples, languages and cultures in a period 

ill-served by traditional documentary sources. What was perhaps most surprising was the 

scarcity of surviving Old Norse names, and among them the lack of settlement generics, 

suggesting that Norse settlement in this area was likely to be early, partial, and short-lived. 

Taking into consideration evidence from medieval histories and folklore raises the possibility 

that, for at least part of the pre-documentary period, Earra-Ghàidheal a Tuath may have 

extended considerably further north than previously assumed. Robert Gordon in his role as 

historian to the Sutherland family was keen to emphasise that Assynt was previously part of 

Sutherland, suggesting that this fact was remarkable at the time of writing.
278

 It seems as though 

the parish’s later incorporation into the county has led to the assumption that it was always a 

part of the same general cultural zone.
 

  

 

On our third day, we moved from examining who lived here to how they lived here; where they 

lived and how they used the land. We traversed a landscape of shielings and cleared townships, 

and discussed the evidence for settlement patterns and transhumance before the 19th-century 

transformed the parish. The toponymic record attests to how every sheltered hollow in this 

depeopled landscape was inhabited or cultivated, every hill and pass traversed, to how the 

interior now regarded as some kind of primordial wilderness was once criss-crossed with well-

used roads.
279

 We also saw how settlement and land use in Assynt was flexible and dynamic; 

 
278 Robert Gordon, History, 2. 
279 Parallels could be drawn here with Australia’s emptied interior and populous coastline. Bruce Pascoe has 
written of this inevitible result of the colonial settlers complete disregard for the Aborigines’ millennia of 
ecological knowledge of their own specific environment, in Dark Emu: Black Seeds: Agriculture or Accident? 
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structured according to the natural limits of the environment and the changing requirements of 

the population. The place-names evidenced the seasonal pasturing and cultivation that 

operated within certain set boundaries; showing an awareness of the interconnectedness of 

various aspects of the natural world, and also a respect for neighbouring communities – both 

human and non-human - and their needs. Rev Norman Mackay’s testimony to the Napier 

Commission expresses the people’s ecological awareness quite succinctly: 

 

Well, there is a curious idea which was mentioned to me – I don’t know whether I 

should mention it to the Commission – that the trout in the loch were much more 

numerous because the cattle were so numerous.
280

  

 

The soil microbiologist Elaine Ingham calls this complex mesh of interdependencies the Soil 

Foodweb
281

, because ultimately, ecology is about nothing more extraordinary than making sure 

that everyone gets fed– from the protozoa in the soils, to the cattle at the shieling, to the salmon 

in the burn. The people of Assynt’s understanding of how their own unique ecosystem best 

functioned, built up over centuries of observation, trial and error, and care, was disregarded in 

favour of a surveyor’s walk-over. As Rev Mackay tells the Napier Commission: ‘These 

gentlemen walked along the road and saw the land; they did not go over the land.’
282 

 

On Day 4, we followed the coastal road south, past brochs and ancient burial grounds, and 

considered matters of belief: folk belief, religion, and beliefs about the past. The place-names 

revealed to us sites of habitation and worship stretching back to the pre-historic period, and of 

their percieved significance into modern times. We saw how supernatural beings, nature spirits 

and ancient gods and heroes were accomodated in the landscape, and how stories illustrating 

the beliefs and values of the people were implanted in its natural features. This was a way of life 

in which nature and culture were completely interwoven. The herds went to their summer 

pastures at Beltane and returned at Hallowmass, with rituals and blessings tailored to both 

 
(Broome, 2015). Bill Cronon’s Changes in the Land (New York, 1983) explores the same themes in a Native 
American context. 
280 Napier, 1725. 
281 Ingham is a prolific publisher, but a short introduction to her ideas can be found in ‘The Soil Foodweb–Soil 
and Composts As Living Ecosystems’,  International SoilACE Conference in Soil and Compost Eco-Biology, Leon, 
Spain: 1, 2005,  127-139.  Reay Clarke notes the similar connections he observed at Eriboll farm in 200 Years of 
Farming in Sutherland (Laxay, 2014).  Cordova notes that the belief that ‘all beings are related’ is characteristic 
of the indigenous worldview in How It Is (67). 
282 Napier, 1728. 
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occasions.
283

 The dairymaid drove the cattle to shieling with a wand made from a rowan 

branch.
284

 Siònaid Ghrioghair’s Ri Luinneig Mun Chrò (‘with a song about cattle’) collects 

almost three hundred songs and poems concerning cattle and the pastoral life from the wider 

Highland region, illustrating the almost totemic regard in which the animal was held. As John 

MacInnes said in a documentary for BBC Alba, ‘the wisdom some people call ‘superstitious’ or 

‘vain’ is the kind of knowledge that people nowadays call ecology.’
285

 

 

In Warriors of the Word, Michael Newton details the human ecology of the Gàidhealtachd 

and its relationship to sense of place, showing how this can be traced in features of the Gaelic 

language and in its literature. He highlights the linguistic mirroring of human and non-human, a 

feature that is most pronounced in place-names, where the landscape abounds with human 

body parts, and the cailleach can be seen reclining in the hills.
286

 He talks of the communal 

history embedded in the environment, of the connections between song and place, and of 

poetry lamenting the loss of place-names.
287

 Other sources attest to songs sung on the walk to 

the shieling, ‘wherein favourite pastoral resorts would be enumerated.’
288

 I was reminded of this 

when visiting Iain ‘the Gate’ Mackenzie, boyhood friend of Allan Macrae. What struck me 

most was how pleased he seemed just to hear some of the Gaelic place-names again. The boys 

of his generation were sent away aged twelve, to a boarding school in Golspie in which they 

received but an hour’s instruction in Gaelic a week, never being taught to read and write in 

their native language. Instead they were put to work on a modern farm, with ‘The Mannie’ 

looking down on them from atop Ben Bhraggie.
289

  

 

At the time of the first census in 1891, Assynt was the most Gaelic-speaking parish of 

Sutherland, with Rhu-Stoer having two or three times as many monolingual Gaelic-speakers as 

any other area in the county.
290

 There are now but a handful of native Gaelic-speakers left. The 

 
283 Mcneill, The Silver Bough, 55. 
284 Seònaid Ghrioghair, Ri Luinneig Mun Chrò: Crodh ann am Beatha agus Dualchas nan Gàidheal (Creiff, 2014),  
63. 
285 John MacInnes, Togail Sgeoil, BBC Alba, 20th April 2000, 43.10. 
286 Newton, Warriors of the Word: The World of the Scottish Highlanders (Edinburgh, 2009), 290. 
287 Newton, ibid, 302-3. 
288 Rev Thomas Stinton, Poetry of Badenoch (Inverness, 1906), 11. Similarly, in Wisdom Sits in Places, Keith 
Basso tells is of how his Apache friends enjoy using place-names in their everyday speech, finding them apt, 
evocative, poetic and meaningful (46). 
289 Conversation with Iain the Gate, July 2019. ‘The Mannie’ is the local name for the statue the Duke of 
Sutherland had stationed on top of the hill – the statue of himself. 
290 Kurt Duwe, 'Gàidhlig (Scottish Gaelic) Local Studies1 Vol. 04: Iar Thuath Chataibh (Northwest Sutherland)', 
6. 
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young people who wish to learn are likely to have their ambition thwarted by current 

educational provision.
291

 The loss of access to this cultural resource has as devastating an effect 

on a people and their culture as the theft of their natural resources. John MacInnes quotes his 

friend Finlay Macleod when he explains the effect of the disconnection of the Gael from their 

native tongue, and says: ‘We were put out of ourselves’.
292

 I would add that, as Gaelic was the 

language through which the people understood their surroundings, even those who stayed here 

were effectively put out of the land. As Cordova tells us, behind every language is a way of 

being in the world.
293

 The loss of linguistic and cultural diversity narrows the options of what it 

means to be human for all of us. 

 

The last time I visited Assynt before writing up this thesis, I was staying at Mary Hinsley’s house 

at Stoer, when one morning, I heard the familiar sound of 4x4 and barking collies that heralds 

the arrival of Angus Mackenzie. I had sent him my undergraduate dissertation the previous 

evening, which he read after dinner. ‘Very good’, he reported, ‘very good.’ After discussing a 

few points of interest, Angus abruptly changed the subject. 

 

‘Assynt’s dead’, he announced quite suddenly. I said nothing, but I imagine my facial 

expression communicated the need for elaboration. ‘The Assynt you write about is dead. 

These people are all gone now.’ This notion that, when a people, their language and their 

culture go, that the place – or in any case the particular sense of that place - dies itself, was one 

that stuck with me. The next day I was walking back from glorious Loch Cròcach 

(‘branched/antlered loch’, NC095268), which in the early morning sun had been alive with 

butterflies, dragonflies and frogs. On the road that Allan Macrae re-built along Glac na h-

Imrich (‘glade of the flitting’, NC088257)
294

, I was overwhelmed by sadness at the thought that I 

was walking in the footsteps of the last folk who left the ruined settlement on the lochside – 

now just a rickle of stones, a name on a map. As Basso concludes in Wisdom Sits in Places, 

what the Apache sense of place tells us ultimately, is that: ‘places... are really very good’
295

. To  

 

 
291 A situation which, given the unhelpful attitudes recently expressed by the Chief Executive of Highland 
Council - stating that it is exclusionary and discriminatory for people in the Highlands to hold events in their 
own language – is unlikely to improve in the immediate future. 
292 John MacInnes, Togail Sgeoil, 23.20. 
293 Cordova, How It Is, 2. 
294 The ‘flitting’ in question being the move to the shieling. 
295 Basso, ibid, 148. 
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A view from a ruined house at the settlement of Lochcrocach, NC095268 (own photo, July 2019) 

 

 

the indigenous people of Assynt, as Kenneth Campbell told us in the opening quote, these 

were the ‘very best of places.’  

 

This is not to argue that Assynt or the wider Highlands was some kind pristine and bloodless 

arcadia, but an entangled, reciprocal, dynamic reality - what the eco-philosopher Timothy 

Morton refers to as ‘this ragged, broken world.’
296

 The ‘bleak certainty’ and apocalypse-fetishism 

of many contemporary ecologists presents no solution but extinction to the environmental crisis 

we are currently facing, and merely perpetuates the same anthropocentric thinking that got us 

into this mess in the first place.
297

 As Morton argues, we need to abandon the constructed 

division between ourselves and the natural world; we are all already ecological beings, whether 

we like it or not, and ecological awareness is simply the awareness of the unintended 

 
296 Timothy Morton, Being Ecological, 89. I only wish I had more space to expand on Morton’s theories. By 
applying epistomology and philosophical logic to ecological issues, he has produced some of the most joined-
up thinking I have yet read in this field.  
297 Some of whose ideology veers into eco-fascism, and when critiqued for it, merely double down – see one of 
the Dark Mountain Project’s Paul Kingsnorth’s most recent articles, which is positively misty-eyed about the 
prospect of ecological breakdown: https://unherd.com/2021/07/eco-fascism-is-our-future/. 
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consequences of our actions.
298

 This is why Alan Macrae, with his experimental pig-rearing and 

dynamite habit, was more truly ecological than any number of ‘rewilders’ and conservationists 

imposing their ideologies from above. As Cordova says ‘The challenge to find a way of living in 

the world without wrecking it is so great, that we cannot afford to limit ourselves to only one 

way of thinking.’
299

 Perhaps the inspiration for a solution can be found closer to home than we 

have previously imagined - signposted by Gaelic place-names.
300

 

 

It is time now for us to make our descent through Coire Dubh (‘dark corrie’, NC158186) on 

Suilven’s north side, which falls into shadow by six o’clock even on the longest day. We join the 

main track – what Rev Mackenzie called the Ed-ra-vine road (eadar dà bheinn, ‘between two 

mountains’)
301

 – at Clach Airigh, where turning west will lead us to well-deserved rest at Suileag 

bothy (NC148211) – walking this final three miles will take us the best part of two hours. 

Suileag is apparently the Gaelic sùil for ‘eye’, plus the diminutive -eag, ‘little eye’ - or in a 

toponymic context, ‘little hole (in the ground)’. Since my first visit to Assynt, I have felt a 

particularly strong sense of place here, and was curious as to whether it was inhabited before 

the time of the shepherd’s bothy that provides the shape of the current structure. Although 

Suileag was previously ‘sheeling no. 4’ on Home’s Map 12, the remains of the bothies are not 

the only ruins here – there is also what looks like a later house, and next to all these, a much 

larger mound. It is the name of the loch adjacent to Suileag that hints at how far back the 

history of its habitation may stretch. You might not question the modern name of Loch an 

Alltain Duibh (‘loch of the wee dark burn’, NC146206), given the stream that cuts a 

prominently black and winding line through the marshy ground towards it, but the earliest 

version of this name, on Roy’s military map, calls this loch instead L. an Turisoulach – which 

seems to indicate loch an tùr Suileige, ‘loch of the tower of Suileag’, or perhaps even tùr 

sùileach, ‘watch(ing) tower’. This hints that that remarkable bright green mound within 

Suileag’s drystone enclosure could potentially reward archaeological investigation. 

 
298 Morton, Being Ecological, 50. 
299 Cordova, How It Is, 2. 
300 The ecological aspect of the Gaelic wordview is well-documented in Meg Bateman and John Purser’s recent 
groundbreaking book, Window to the West: Culture and Environment in the Scottish Gàidhealtachd (Isle of 
Skye, 2020). Roddy Maclean’s 2020 report Ecosystem Services and Gaelic: a Scoping Exercise for NatureScot 
highlighted the importance of Gaelic place-names for the future of land management in the Highlands: 
https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2021-03/Publication%202021%20-
%20NatureScot%20Research%20Report%201230%20-%20Ecosystem%20Services%20and%20Gaelic.pdf.  
301 OSA, 180. 

https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2021-03/Publication%202021%20-%20NatureScot%20Research%20Report%201230%20-%20Ecosystem%20Services%20and%20Gaelic.pdf
https://www.nature.scot/sites/default/files/2021-03/Publication%202021%20-%20NatureScot%20Research%20Report%201230%20-%20Ecosystem%20Services%20and%20Gaelic.pdf
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Too big for a shieling bothy: Suileag’s mysterious mound – in the centre (own photo, August 2019) 

 

 

Thank you then, walking partner, for you are now free to go – news that your aching joints will 

no doubt be relieved to hear. I hope that journeying across the parish on foot - at the mercy of 

the elements, drawing our water from the burns, sheltering at old shieling sites, and 

encountering Assynt’s non-human residents along the way - has enabled you to see this very 

best of places through the eyes of the ancestors.
302

 It is sad that so few allow themselves the 

same experience, and would rather race across this landscape in their cars, ticking the touristic 

boxes. Even those who venture out seem only to do so laden with an armoury of ‘gear’ to 

protect themselves. There is no danger here. This is our natural habitat; this is the place that we 

belong to. The danger comes from thinking that it instead belongs to us.   

 

From this point onwards you are on your own. The way east to Elphin is long and boggy - take 

instead the track west through Glencanisp to Lochinver, or north through what we have 

discovered is the former township of Lead, to meet the road at Little Assynt. I will linger here 

 
302 A reference back to Quentin Skinner’s remarks – see footnote 50 on page 19. 
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awhile, in the place I will always come back to, the place that I have come to consider home. 

This is the place at which I feel my own connection to the earth most acutely - it is no 

coincidence that so many ecologists start their careers as mountaineers.
303

 I will sleep early, to 

rise at first light, and after boiling water on my stove for coffee, I will step outside the door into 

the soft gloom of the morning, steam rising from my tin mug. The deer will come up over 

Sìthean a’ Chleirich (‘fairy hill of the clergyman’, NC136199), under the shadow of Suilven, 

and we will stand there together, listening to the stones.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
303 Reinhold Messner, Doug Tompkins, Yvon Chouinard – to name but three. 
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